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Twenty-fourth Annual Report 
of the
Department of Public Works 
Year Ending June 30, 1944
To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives 
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts:
The organization of the Department as defined in Chapter 16,
General Laws, Tercentenary Edition, was as follows:
Commissioner of Public Works: 
Associate Commissioner: 
Associate Commissioner:
Director, Division of Waterways:
HERMAN A. MACDONALD
GEORGE W. 3CHRYVER
CHARLES E. FURNANS to
February 22» 1944: 
ROBERT L. 'WHIPPLE beginning 
March 1, 1944,
RICHARD K. HALE,
The construction activities of the Department were considerably 
affected by shortages of material and manpower due to the war in 
progress during the period covered by this report. For the past 
year available engineering personnel has for the most part been 
assigned to the functions of planning and designing projects intended 
for future construction.
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Agala this year, highway coastraction was Halted mainly to
access road® leading to Army or Navy Installations. The principal
projects which were designed and the construction of which was
supervised by the Department were as follows:
Roads In the Vicinity of Camp Fdwards
In Mashpee and Barnstable» on Route 28, between tine Tree 
Corner in Mashpee and Cotuit Hoad In Barnstable, 2.15 miles la length. 
This is a section of State highway which was damaged by the moving of 
heavy ordnance located at Camp Edwards.
In Sandwich, Mashpee and«Falmouth, locally called the 
Kal touth-taadwich Road and Sandwich-Cotuit Road, from Hollow Road 
in Sandwich southerly 6.24 miles to the R&tchville Road in Falmouth. .
A section of this road was closed by the construction of additional 
runways at Otis Field.
In Saadwich-Mashpee on Route 130, beginning at the junction of 
the Falaouth-Sandwich Road and Forestdale Road in Sandwich southeasterly 
to Ashumet Road in Mashpee, 2.19 miles in length. This road was 
reconstructed because of th® discontinuance of a section of the 
Falmouth~Samdwich Road caused by the extension of the runways at 
Otis Field.
Road to the Beverly -«.irgort
la Beverly, from Oabot street, Rout© 97, westerly 0.44 railes to 
the Beverly airport - all on new location*
uo-m; to t in ort ;f . -ba rcatlco, •.■■.xa.h 3 x txi
in Boston, from Farragut Road, opposite First Street, South Boston, 
along shore Road to Gardner ay, 0.19 miles in length.
Roads in Vicinity of the Gushing Hospital, Framingham
Reconstruction of a bridge on inter street over the Boston end 
Albany Railroad, 0*075 miles in length.
Reconstruction of Fountain treat and Dudley Road, between the 
fountain street Railroad Bridge over the Boston and Albany Railroad 
and At. ayt© Avenue, 0*97 miles in length.
Reconstruction of inter Street, betvoen Fountain Street and 
North Road, which leads to the main entrance to th© hospital,
0.85 miles in length.
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Road In the Vicinity of the Hew .iedfori airport
BmoartWitiWI sad relocation o f  M%. r lm m n t i treet end 
la i a villa Road, around the northerly and o f the airport from  
Tsrkilr Hill Hoad to Sbawnat Avenue, 1.9S »lie« la length.
Hoad to tfee ^ray keaervetloa at fourth Cliff, reltu&te
Reconstruction of Central and diver streets in oltuate, from 
lulian <• treat northwesterly along to® waterfront to the ¿ray 
reservation, £.14 all©« in length.
Road to tie days! unit on ,.,trawbcrry Pint. isituate
Soeonstroction of dirt road frost - situate Heck to trawberry 
?olat, 0*85 mlla« in length.
Road to Caaafp yles -taadish la Taunton
Seeoa# truetioa of Bay Street, between bridge over the 
dav, 'fork, hew Haves and Hartford Railroad, Taunton, and rials street 
in Norton, except short section previously constructed, also 
.•»1 is,ton . treat between Say . treat and the camp gate, 3.78 miles 
in length.
The iepart:oant,s Materials Testing laboratory, o; «rating with 
reduce personnel, as is ted the military service» in mafclag whatever 
tests of aaterinls were re uested. some research was effected, 
particularly with new and substitute materials.
fhe ¡Traffic division continued to exercise control of traffic 
signals, signs, regulations and traffic markings. As & result of 
tha restrictions on the use of gasoline and the continuance of 
speed regulations, it reported • further decrease in : tat® highway 
accidents.
Tiie Construction division supervised the construction of town 
m& county ways in accordance with the provisions of Chapter 90, 
.action 34, Oeneral Laws, Ter centenary Edition. H  let— it» to 
practically ©very i>lni y firufertown in the dc&stonwealth were ¿jyade for 
maintenance work on existing roads. Under tha provisions of
Chapter 81, section« Z6 to £9, and 31, Oeaeral Lews, public way#
m r@ repaired and iapro'wd la one faandred «ad aeveaty-aiasi tennis 
of tfee 0®a®oas«ifèltli*
ttw Laiatenaace 0 1 vinteli, althougb eoaelderabty biaderei by 
abortages o t se tarlai, reduetioa of pereoanel, leck of birci 
eguipeseat %ad thè inability te obtaln r©jl&©a&«att parta for 
3tete»owa*6 eputpaent, coatlonei its motiviti«« la keeplag rosé» 
aac bridge» la cui tabi» eoadìtian. Thie blvietoa. supervieod thè 
eoaetruetioa of and furaished labor, netortai «ad eqoipaeat for 
Projecte in  thè town# of Bouree» Falmootl^ Jiusbpee and i sadwieh, a l l  
la thè vicinity of Gasp ¿¿»arde* TU» espanditorte for theae Project» 
ara raSabanwbla fcy thè Federai lovornawmt, «t «feese re^utat they 
«ere undcrtaJren.
Dar lag thè tisse cove rad by thie rapar* thè United State» imy 
leaeed thè i>epertN»tv a S Street Garage at South Sotto» and a» a 
resuit it beeawe aecassary to aove thè faciliti«» of thè garage 
and saiateneaee shop to thè Conaonwealth Araory,
Th® uutdoor -.averti e lag UItIeIoo perforata ita fonetica of 
regolatine advertising si ¿pie and devi oca a« iti for under 
Chapter 93, action 29 to SS, General Lane* In accordano« «ith thè 
previsione of Charter 95, Poetica 50A, teserai Leve, epproxissateiy 
18» 500 tigne ..-ere reaoved fra» wlthle hlgbeay bounds and fresa 
privato preparar*
ilthougfc tue totsl suaber of api licasta tsaalmd fcr lteeoeee 
to operate ootor vshicle» inereaeed fra» «boat 50,000 in 1945 
to 50,000 in 1944, thè -egistry of Motor Febleles experieneed « 
coatlaued declina in thè volane of registrations and lieeasee*
See&use of thè proloaged war»tiss# restri ctions on certein eseaatlaX
materials it became necessary to continue the use of 1942 license 
plates and to adopt a provision that stickers indieating 1943 and 
1944 registration be affixed to v/indshields. The Registry’s 
records for deaths and injuries resulting from motor vehicle 
accidents show an increase over the records of the preceding year*
The Registry continued its usual investigations, inspections and 
court prosecutions.
The Waterways Division was restricted by the same general 
problems of shortages that obstructed the activities of the Highway 
Division of the Department. Despite numerous shortages and re­
strictions of necessary materials and manpov/er, the progress of 
work at the General Idward Lawrence ogan Airport has been advancing. 
In order to facilitate a satisfactory design, numerous borings and 
soil tests have been made and to speed construction several other 
contracts have been negotiated, among which is one with the Gahagan 
Construction Corporation for the placement of hydraulic fill.
Studies and consultations have resulted in a plan for the develop­
ment of an airport having three runways 7000 feet long and one 
runway 5000 feet long with parallel runways 1000 feet apart. 
Commonwealth Piers 1 and 5 were continued in use entirely by the 
United States îfavy. In order to maintain a high degree of use­
fulness, extensive repairs were made to Co*,imonwealth Pier 5 and 
to the railroad tracks that serve both this pier and the Fish Pier.
In connection -with these piers the United States military and naval 
services have continued to use pier 5 as well as a considerable 
area of the surrounding public lands in South Boston.
In accordance with the provisions of Chapter 714, Acts of 1941, 
authorizing the Department to acquire certain properties of the
Boston : b&ino MHvüoâf the ¿aterway» Division has held several 
conferences with officials of the Cautfarareolth and has mad* numerous 
investigations 5 hat because of the impossibility of securing 
necessary priorities during the notional emergency» construction has 
been retarded*
13m Boston Auxiliary Airport, the Cape Cod Canal Piar in Booms 
m á a portion of the Mew Bedford Jfcate f ier, ail noraaUy under the 
supervision of the waterways Division, continued to he used by the 
United dtaies ¿traed Cervices*
*ith relation to the provisions of Chapter 91» Section 11» 
General laws, providing for improvements of rivers, harbor# and 
foreshores located outside Boston ?íarber» oorj&rostiafr was United: 
'because of lack of appropr iatiuas together with difficulty In 
securing contractors able to consummate such projects at suitable 
prices, soim ,wk in providing protection of shores was completed 
in the following tonnai hyannisport Beach, larnstablej Forrest 
~$eaeh, ChaUiaaj Brant lock, Marshfield} imk Bluff#} aladas» sitúate $ 
and Booth Yarmouth* laprovanents inore completed through dredging 
operations in Gloucester i arbor and in Harbor Cove* Xbt project 
for improving talie Juauwapowitt in the tan» of sading ano .akefieM 
vas completed and is Considered entirely satisfactory*
In mapping the Cosaaosealth, gauging streams and in other 
similar wark» the waterways Division continued its cooperation with 
the Federal agencies*
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The engineering and clerical staff of the Department was as 
follows: I
Chief Engineer, RAYMOND W. COBURN
Highway Engineer, (Projects) GEORGE H. DELANO
Highway Engineer, (Construction) FRANCIS T. McAVOY*
Highway Engineer, (Maintenance) JAMBS E. LAWRENCE 
Highway Engineer, (Traffic) EDGAR F. COPELL 
Bridge Engineer, RALPH 0. SPOFFORD
District Highway Engineers: —
District No.l, GEORGS A. CURTIS:— The cities and towns of 
Berkshire County and the towns of Worthington, Middlefield and 
Huntington in Hampshire County, and the towns of Chester, Montgomery, 
Russell, Blandford and Tolland in Hampden County.
District No.2, CYRIL B. RAYMOND: — The cities and towns of 
Franklin County; the cities and towns of Hampshire County, except 
the towns of Huntington, Middlefield and Worthington; the cities 
and towns of Hampden County, except the towns of Blandford,
Brimfield, Chester, Holland, Monson, Montgomery, Palmer, Russell, 
Tolland and Wales.
District No.3, MARTIN J. DALTON:— The cities and towns of 
Worcester County (including the town of Harvard, for construction 
only) and the towns of Brimfield, Holland, Monson, Palmer and Wales 
in Hampden County.
District No.4, FRED D. SABIN:— The cities and towns of Middlesex 
County (including the cities of Malden and Melrose, for construction 
only); the towns of Wellesley and Brookline in Norfolk County; the 
town of Harvard, for maintenance only, in ?/orcester County and the 
city of Boston in Suffolk County.
District No.5, CHARLES A. FRITZ:— The cities and towns of Essex 
County; the cities of Malden and Melrose, for maintenance only, in 
Middlesex.Bounty; the town of inthrop and the cities of Chelsea, 
Rever^ean^B<&3ton in Suffolk County.
District No.6, FRANK A. CHASE:— The cities and towns of Norfolk 
County, except the town of Cohasset; the cities and towns of 
Bristol County; sections of the city of Brockton in Plymouth County 
and^the city of Boston in Suffolk County.
District No.7, LEWIS R. SELLEW: — The cities and towns of Plymouth 
County (including sections of the city of Brockton); the town of 
Cohasset in Norfolk County and the towns of Barnstable, Dukes 
and Nantucket Counties.
District Waterways Engineer:— EVERETT N. HUTCHINS**
*Aeting, until October 1, 1943 
**Appointed October 1, 1943
im&rmtaay .KA.3f A. âBJSS
SapartMOt Saeise«# Agent — *• FHBD FAIR
Atarax, .ve. m j i m
Begletrer — * F jäI'HC a . QNXUtlS 
D»|Hitjr .mgistxwf — » ahcrcm? a * aca^ í^iCE 
Assistant to t i»  ogtötnar —«* éUPiMÚ £• DîMSÆ 
Chief Xiiepeetoî* of Motor YehieXes — • ALBE H 3* óLS£¿€® 
Cfeief ^coountftnt —  ¿IUJAM F * CASFBSLL 
usai# tant Chief A M n litraU ft CLexic —■» IBOïIas J. b:m3H,3
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ARMED FORCES
Since preparation of the last report of the Department, the 
following supplemental list is submitted of employees who have
entered the armed forces
Adams, Lloyd H.
Belmore, Homer A*
Berry, Harry D.
Britt, John H*
Brown, Charles K« 
Carlton, John F.
Cronin, Joseph T.
Dow, Helga A*
Doyle, James J.
Dunlevy, Arthur 
Durkee, Harold L. 
Ferrara, James Y,
Flye, Allen M.
Greene, Roland S. 
Grillo, Arthur 
Herrick, Charles W.
of the United Statesj
HIGHWAYS
Johnson, Louis 2.
Karp, Harry 
Kraus, Donald 
Libby, Arthur ' 
Lovering, Rufus H.
Lynch, Maurice F. 
MacKinnon, Charles 0* Jr. 
MoDarby, Carl A.
Mellett, Alfred H.
Molly, Francis J,
Murphy, Richard D.
Kelson, Percy 
Olson, Lester H. L» 
Parker, Theodore C* 
Parkman, Herman C.
Phelps, Walter S. 
.¿.ualters, Anna A* M. 
Robinson, Guy L* 
Rogers, Howard M.
Ross, Kenneth B.
Ryan, John M.
Scanlan, William J. 
Shaw, Stanley T. 
Sheridan, Bernard B. 
Smith, John B. 
Spencer, Inthrop E. 
Teague, Charles B. 
Trementozai, Domenick 
Wirth, Charles 
Young, George
REGISTRY OF MOTOR VESICLES 
Collins, Elinor Weisse, Paul J•
WATERWAYS DIVI SIGH
Goode, Norton
A detailed report of the activities of the Department for the 
year follows:
LEGISLATIVE REPORTS
The Department submitted no Recommendations for Legislation 
and no Special Reports to the Legislature as there was no regular 
session of the General Court. A Special Session was held from 
April 4 to April 18, 1944.
RULES AMD REGULATIONS
The following is a list of all the rules ami regulations made
or promulgated by the Department and in force and effective on
June 30, 1944:
RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR DETERMINING 'ffik' HORSE POWER OF MOTOR
VEHICLES, made oy the Department on October 27, 1925, These 
rules prescribe the formula which shall be used in making 
this determination,
RULES AND REGULATIONS CONCERNING HEADLAMPS ON MOTOR VEHICLES, 
made by the Registrar of Motor Vehicles on November 12,
1928, and approved oy the Department on November 14, 1928. 
These rules specify the number of headlamps required, the 
intensity of the lights and the manner in which the lenses 
and reflectors shall be adjusted.
RULES AH.. REGULATIONS FOR DETERMINING REGISTERED WEIGHT OF MOTOR 
VEHICLES, etc., ¿uade by the Commissioner of Public Works on 
December 23, 1930. These rules prescribe the factors to 
be used in determining the registered weight of motor 
vehicles, trailers and semi-trailer units used for the 
transportation of goods, wares and merchandise.
RULES AND REGULATIONS CONCERNING SCHOOL BUSES, made by the 
Registrar of Motor Vehicles on September 9, 1932, and 
approved by the Department on September 13, 1932. These 
rules require the periodic inspection of school buses to 
determine whether they are properly equipped and maintained.
RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR DRIVING ON STATE HIGHWAYS, adopted by 
the Department on September 26, 1933, and approved by the 
Governor and Council on October 1, 1933. These rules direct, 
govern and restrict the movement of vehicles on State high­
ways. Section 12, relating to stopping and turning signals, 
was amended April 13, 1936, ana August 26, 1936, but the 
amendments have been declared to be unconstitutional - 298 
Mass• 417.
RULES AND REGULATIONS CONCERNING MOTOR VEHICLE EQUIPMENT, made
by the Registrar of Motor Vehicles on October 10, 1933, and 
approved by the Department on the same date. These rules 
require that every motor vehicle shall be so constructed 
and maintained that the operator shall have a clear view 
ahead, that the windshield shall be equipped with a wiper, 
and that nothing shall be attached to the -windshield to 
obstruct the view of the operator.
RULED AND REGULATIONS CONCERNING BRAKES ON MOTOR V HICLES, made 
by the Registrar of Motor Vehicles on October 25, 1933, and 
approved by the Department on November 21, 1933. These 
rules require motor vehicles to be equipped ith brakes 
adequate to stop such vehicles within specified distances 
when going at a speed of twenty miles an hour.
RULES AND REGULATIONS RELATING TO THE TRANSPORTATION BY MOTOR 
VEHICLES OF PERSONAL PROPERTY OVER THE WAYS OF Tffi COMMONW­
EALTH, made by the Department on May 20, 1936. These rules 
relate to the marking of trucks, the limits of loads on 
certain ways, the carrying capacity and load allowed, and 
define what is meant by registered weight.
HOLES AID ISOLATIONS PROVIDING FO'R TE£ PERIODIC INSPECTION OF 
MOTOR VEHICLES a id  TUXLESS, made by the Registrar of Motor 
Vehicles on January 18, 1944, arid approved by the Department 
on January 25, 1944. These rules require the inspection of 
motor vehicles during the two months’ period from ¿September 1  
to October 31, inclusive, of each year to determine if they 
are equipped as required by law* 
rules AND ItBSULAXIOho H? LATI AG TO OUTDOOR ADVERTISING, made by 
the Department on April 24, 1941. These rules govern the 
control and restriction of billboards, signs and other 
adver tising devices $ require the licensing of persons and 
concerns engaged in the business of outdoor advertising and 
the securing of permits for the erection and maintenance 
of such advertising devices* and they fix the charges 
therefor•
aSPAHTM m  OF KfflhXC :.QBO& ~ HIGHWAYS
AM)
/ — - ™ r — --—
J u ly  l f 1943 * June 30, 1944
*1
01
32
62oe
33
63
Department .*eretary Personal services Equip* Jental ft stores Material Other Expense
Business Agent
Personal Services 
Eqaip* cental ft Store® Material
Ataouat <»iaount
26,767*58
615*00
26,767.58
615*00
“W 7
101,227,40
wp.
101, 257*40
6,600.00
Total xpead* 
iturea ftr
0,708.77
275.60
91,439.24
03 other sapenaa
------igflWffi- - T i m s - - m u *
Vacation, Sick leave ft other 
Compensated Absence 
04 rareenal Service® 530.000*00
Total
02
31
61
0 1
Highways Eng, & Ada.
Highways Eng. & Acta. Overhead 
Personal Services 
Equip. Cental & Stores Material 
Other Expense
Amount
654,403.63 
57,013.94 
....... 38,897.69
Amount
654,403.63 
57,013.94 
38,837,69
Total Expend­
itures -&
oflv Uznt7j; esiiw ©6
638,802.78 
56,683.23 
..38,409.71
750,315.26 750,315.26 733,895.72
Services to Outside Agencies
‘ 33 Personal Services 21,259.47 21,259.47 20,755.1463 Equip. Cental & Stores Material 3,571.58 3,571.58 3,203.7303 Other Expense -1,139.05 1,139.05 .8 88.0 1 .
26,030.10 ¿¿6,030.10 24,846.88
Topographical Survey
34 Personal Service© 150.00 150.00 90.5764 Equip. Rental & Stores Material 50.00 50.00 8.74
04 Other Expense .. . . 5Q.0QG.QG
50,200.00 50,200.00 35,084.31
Highway Regulatory Permits & Insp.
36 Personal Services 19,541.66 19,541.66 17,518.89
66 Equip. Rental & Stores Material 2,426.03 2,426.03 2,221.35
06 Other Expense 262*75 . _..262.7522,230.44 22,230.44 19,916.86
Research and Planning
37 Personal Services 92,488,95 92,488,95 85,484.14
67 Equip. Rental & Stores Material 927.63 927.63 781.86
07 Other Expense 2.960.53 2,960.53 2,205.09
96,377.11 96,377.11 88,471.09
-S
T
Allocation Title
02 Highways ling. & Mra. (cont'd)
Eng. Plans & Surveys for Future 
Projects
58 Personal Services
68 Equip. Rental & Stores nt.08 Other Expense
Sag. Force Acct. Const. Prod.
39 Personal Services
69 Equip* Rental & Stores Mat.
Eng. Priiaary Roads Const. F. A.
40 Personal Services
70 Equip. Rental & Stores Mat,
10 Other Expense
Eng. Primary Ms. Const. Won F.
41 Personal Services
71 Equip. Rental & Stores Mat.
1 1 Other Expense
Eng. Secondary Ms* Const. F. A
42 Personal Services
72 Equip* Rental & Stores Mat.
12 Other Expense
S
Total Sxpend-
Amount Amount itures &
43Afti&fiA Eaeumoraneeg
297,968.11 297,968.11 278,148.836,207.57 6,207.57 5,780.21
15 4.630 *00 15.630.00 13,058.34
319,805.68 319,805.68 296,987.38
553.60 553.60 440.58
645.75 645.75 485.38
41,751.42 41,751.42 41,412.881,079.77 1,079.77 998.2564693.01 _ 6.699.01 ...6.600.0849,530.20 49,530.20 49,011.21
646.23 646.23 525.54
13.96 13.96 5.07
. 47.48 47.48 . 39.19707.67 707.67 569.80
32,047.29 32,047.29 31,689.26
740.00 740.00 674.26
3,205.00 3,205.00 3,121.04
35,992.29 35,992.29 35,484.56
1Allocation Title
02 Highways Eng. & Ado* (cont*d)
Eng. Grads Crossing Elim. F. A.
44 Personal Services
74 Equip* tentai & Stores Material
14 Other Expense
47
77
17
48
78
18
49
79
19
52
82
22
ang. Chapter 90 Projects 
Personal Services 
Equip. Rental & Stores 
Other Expense
Total Expend-
A m o u n t A m o u n t itures S r
Aonronriated Allotted -■neufflbrnncea
2,8 6 6 .2 1 2 ,8 6 6 .2 1 2,791.49
97.58 97.58 79.96
. 226.89 .226,89 . . _.2Q3t62._
3,190.68 3,190.68 3,075.07
26,139.85 26,139.85 19,827.06
2,484,68 2,484.68 2,285,20
565.32 ...... ______ 4S5«ffL
Eng. Chapter 81 Projects 
Personal Services 
Equip. Rental & Stores Material 
Other Expense
Eng. Access Roads F. A.
Personal Services
Equip. Rental & Stores Material
Other Expense
Eng. Advance Sng. F* A.
Personal Services
Equip. Rental & Stores Material
Other Expense
29 ,189 *
38,587.58
6,388.60
“  sts45&
29,189.85
38,587.38 
6,388.60
04 45,047
37,974.13
5,991.26
,55iZf
89,151.21 
3,824.75 
S.755J 
uT:99 731 .'i
97,937.80
2,478.77
89,151.21
3,824,75
3*7.55 »fifi.99,731.82
97,937.80 
2,478.77 
QjjagjgL
44,021. i£
88,227.15
3,666.99
AOSZeaBL98,081.3«
93,468.47
2,165.18
■7.ta§aa&110,004.13110,004.13 103,196.2
7
02
¿□.location Title 
Highways Eng. & Adra. (Cont’d) 
lug. Special Highway Projects 
53 Personal Services
83 Equip, cental & Stores Material
Other Expense
Png. Contract Maint. Projects 
54 Personal Services 
84 Equip, cental & Stores Material
24 Other Expense
ling. Post War Projects 
55 Personal Services 
"85 Equip. Rental & Stores Material
25 Other Expense
Total
04 Maint. & Operation of Hwys.
General Maintenance
31 Personal Services
61 Equip. Rental & Stores Material
0 1 Other Expense
Traffic Services
32 Personal Services
62 Equip. Rental & Stores Material
02 . Other Expense
Amount Amount
Appropriated Al.lpt.LeQ
Total Expend­
itures -& 
Encumbrances
4,153.19
199.44
..— ija*4,471.66 4,471.
4,153.19 
199.44 
<&.
66
2,480.17
171.85
2,720.41
5,474.53
98.54
5,474.53
98.54
5,253.18
65.49
6,392.68 6,392.68 5,987.10
152,925.34 152,925.34 132,899.35
3,298.66 3,298.66 2,425.57
____________TiiaasfflL ..7.44Ç.60 „ ..ei826^£_163,666.60 163,666.60 141,621.16
1.813.528.96 1.813,528.96 ÌU706 ,.Q5a,J.8.
679,602.83
572,740.56
679,602* S3 
572,740.56
673,188.98
567,041.16
. ...... 1,314,921.79 1,314,921.79 1,297,045.82
110,068.91 110,068.91 89,620.91
111,322.86 111,322.86 109,251.53
___________ n  ûâ&jËSL. 27.74$ «25— 20.546.55_249,137.02 249,137.02
04
53
63
03
„Allocation
Maint. & OperVor Hwys. 
Bridge Maint. & Operation 
Personal Services
(Contd)
Equip, ¿entai à Stores Mat. 
Other Expense
State Kwy, Snow & Ice Control 
34 Personal Services
64 Equip* Rental & Stores Mat.
04 Other Expense
Town Road Snow & Ice Control 
35 Personal Services
65 Equip* Rental & Stores Mat.
05 Other Expense
Contract Maint. Projects
06 Other Expense
Town Grade Separation
07 Other Expense
Reimb. Services to Other Depts* 
and Agencies
68 Equip* Rental & Stores Mat*
Moving Public works Garage
88 Equip, Rental & Stores Mat.
Increase in Stores Inventory
89 Equip, Rental & Stores Mat.
Total
Total Expend-
Amount Amount itures -&
Appropriated Allotted Incumbrances
101,205.89
20,512,15
407,818.52
478.671.76
101,205.89
20,512.15
.JJ.xlQAi.QQ133,818,04
407,818,52
478,671.76
86,979.62
10,183.94
108,239.75
374,788.31
472,715.44
-JZPq6^ 7.ir.4g.918,151.21
6,644.59 
4,923.10
6,644.59 
4,923.10 
lQSL
748.49
1,456.78
■ m i ü n
4,400.00
5,000.00
69
24,400.00
5,000.00
10,936, 
21,069.80 
3,761.42
18,000.00 18,000.00 17,121.94
52,000.00 52,000.00 51,463.39
■£Z*flQ.Q tfiQ_____ 47 iQ0Q,.0.0 46,561.10
2,853,968.64 ,,833,968.64 2.693.769.^9
09
31
61
01
33
63
03
10
01
33
63
03
04
05
Allocation Title 
Force Acct., Constr., Reconet., 
and Betterment Projects(cont’d) General Highway Projects 
Personal Services 
Equip, Hental & Stores Mat 
Other 'Expense
Roadside Development Projects 
Personal Services 
Equip, Rental & Stores Mat. Other Expense
Total
Federal Aid Highway Projects 
Primary Hoads-Land Damages 
Other Expense
Primary Boads-Project Payments 02 Other Expense
Primary Boads-Force Account Work 
Personal Services 
Equip. Hental &• Stores Mat. 
Other Expense
Secondary Boads-Land Damages 
Other Expense
Secondary Boads-Project Payments Other Expense
♦Credit
. . Total Expend-Amount Amount itures 4k-
AEeggREtetefl Allotted Bncttahrane^
25,416.90 
46,420.71 
— ------------- 5,357.52
25,416.90 
46,420.71 
. 5,357.52
7,996.58
34,826.612.378.1177,195.13 77,195.13 45,201.30
472.02 472.02 472.022,£64.39 2,264.39 2,198.84— .... —•.......... 151.48 152.482,888.89 2,888.89 2,823.34
48.024.64
140,000.00 140,000.00 73,953.21
1,117,045.67 604,823.89
t
427,390.26
3,920.00 3,920.00 3,604.967,910.00 7,910.00 7*583.45--------- -- ---l-OQ-tOO 190.00 128.74
1 2 ,0 2 0 .0 0 1 2,0 2 0 .0 0 11,317.15
138.72 138.72 -
854.75 854.75 28,638.33*
Allocation Title
10 Fed, Aid, Hey, Projects (coat'd.)
Secondary Roads-Force Account Work 
36 Personal Services
06 Other Expense
Grade Crossing Elim.-Land Damages
07 Other Expense
Grade Crossing Elio,-Proj. Payments
08 Other Expense
Grade Crossing Elia.-Force Acct, Work 
39 Personal Services
69 Equip, Rental & Stores Material
09 Other Expense
Access Roads-Land Damage
10 Other Expense
Access Roads-Project Payments
11 Other Expense
Access Roads-Force Account Work 
42 Personal Services
72 Equip. Rental & Stores Mat,
12 Other Expense
Total Expend-
Amount Amount itures tic-
Appropriate^ Allotted Encumbrancee
m
11,000.00 11,000.00 7,011.92
544,875.21 544,875.21 14,573.45
89.85 89.85 89.85
78.57 78.57 32.45
1.039.80 1.039.80 970.86
1,208.22 1,208.22 1,093.16
51,932.54 51,932.54 10,318.75
836,311.35 836,311.35 690,163.51
1,000.00 1,000.00 975.151,500.00 1,500.00 1,352.80
____300.00 . ... 300.00 225.47
2,800.00 2,800.00 2,553.42
Ailpcs.tlon Titlfi
10 Fad. Aid flay. Proj. (Cont'd)
Access Rds-Lsnd Damages 100$ Reimb.
13 Other Expense
Access Rds.-Force Acct. Wk. 100$ Reimb. 
45 Personal Services
75 Equip, Rental St Stores Mat.
15 Other Expense
Grade Crossing Elim. Land Damages 100$ R.
16 Other Expense
Grade Crossing Elim. Proj. Psyments 100$ Reimb.
17 Other Expense
Grade Crossing Elim. Force Acct. Work 100$ Reimb. 
48 Personal Services
78 Equip. Rental St Stores Mat.
18 Other Expense
Total
Amount Amount
¿BBrePrtptcfl Allotted
Total Expend­
itures S r  
SnoumbrsBoee-
17,500.00
28,415*00
88,057.21
17.500.00
28.415.00
iSai^s88,057.21
10,473.36 
26,626.08 
jlB M L
* ,220.15
5,000.00 5,000.00 5,000.00
2,8U,243.67 2,299,021.89 1,278,956.65
J2JULft11 Primary Hoads Cons tr.-non F.A.
Land Damages 
01 Other Expense
Project Payments
02 Other expense
Force Account .,ork 
33 Personal Services
03 Equip, -cental & Stores Material
Total
17 Const. & Repair Town & County
-ays (Chap. 90)
Project Payments
02 Other xpense
Force Accoun| Work 
33 Personal Services
63 Sculp. Rental & Stores Material
03 other Expense
Total
18 Repair & Imp. of Public ways
(Chap. 81)
Project Payments 
02 Other ..xpenae
Total
♦Credit
Total Expend«
Amount Amount itures -A-
Allotted Rncuribr cnees
25.00 25.00 11.06
33,870.00 33,870.00
25.00 25.00
25700 LÏÏ7ÔÔ
¿aoBttäfla.,___ aaiaaosflo
28,731.52
18.44
____ M U g g *
».TIL.
799,801.90
4,500.00
500.00
5 ■ÆQQsflflL, 200.00
k-IÀ,»P.Çi
799,801.90
4,500.00
500.00
5»
m Æ i
200.00
¿BSaOffiLi«)
656,246.81
248.74
188.80
437.54
^ 14û iU a ,.45.. .¿.t.140 »118.45...8 .072.876.67
2,140,118.45 2,140,118.45 2,072,876.67
Allocation Title 
Special Project«
State Highways-“Hurricane & Flood 
Land Damage0 
Other Expense
State Highways-Hurrlcane & Flood 
Project Payments 
Other Expense
Special Projects-Lsnd Damages 
Chapter 18 Resolves 1943 
Other Expense
Town & County Ways-Hurrieane & Flood 
Project Payments 
Other Expense
Public Works Program, Grade Crossing 
Elimination-Land Damages 
Other Expense
Public Works Program, Grade Crossing 
Elimination-Project Payments 
Other Expense *
Emergency Public Works Constr, 
Project Payments 
Other Expense
Total
Total Hwy. Operating Expenditures
Total Expend-
Amount A mount itures -ft-
Appropriate^ Allotted Bnemabranoes
200.00 200.00 m
1,582.82 - -
9,246.50 9,246.50 9,246.50
501.94 100.00 -
601.00 601.00 -
43,053.05 43,053.05 18,893.03
4.570.27 4.570.27 4.570.27.
59,755.58 57,770.82 32,709.80
11,269,531*20 10,755,374.66 9,172,511.07
sî
&y
s
M£g&«MSS. Title 
02 Highways Eng. St A dm.
Outdoor Advertising Control 
Personal Services 
Equip. Rental & Stores Material 
Other Expense
Total
30 Special Projects
Bedford Airport Acquisition*
Land Damages 
01 Other Expense
Total
Total General Revenue Expenditures
Total Expend*
Amount Amount itures
¿^rogri&ted AHottej jsgasbganggl
17,852.45
2,360.00
1.100.00
17,852.45
2,360.00
1.100.00
17,159.69
1,866.35
290.20
21.312.45 21.312.45 19.316.24
18.054.94 7.851.95 7.851.95
.18.054.94 7.851.95 7.851.95
27.1*8.19
Allocation Title
SUMMARY OF STORES & EQUIPMENT OPERATIONS 
mMQE$
50 Stores & Equipment Operation
Stores & Equipment Overhead 
31 Personal Services
61 Equip. Rental A Stores Mat.
01 Other Expense
Equipment Operation & Maintenance 
32 Personal Services
62 Equip, Rental & Stores Mat.
02 Other Expense
92 Depreciation Expense
Traffic Signs & Signals Mfg. 
33 Personal Services
63 Equip. Rental St Stores Mat.
03 Other Expense
Other Stock & Equipment Mfg.
34 Personal Services
64 Equip* Rental Sc Stores Mat*
04 Other Expense
Nursery Operation k Maintenance 
35 Personal Services
65 Equip, Rental & Stores Mat,
05 Other Expense
Amount¿agrgRElated AmountAllotted
Total Expend­
itures St
117,298.26a 
24,596.00A
117,298,26
24,596,00
126,225.19
22,872.89
174,845.51 174,845.51 178,461.74
99,043.57A 
121,783.10A 
535,857.5QA
99,043.57
221,783.10
535,857.50
69,015.87
180,271.49
267,516.27
182.257.19
756,684.17 * 756,684.17 699,060.82
6,393.4a 
11,063.30A
m
6,393.M
11,063.30
m
3,293.41
7,686.32
32.51
17,456.74 17,456.74 11,012.24
45,519,32A
79,572.121
___ ¿a630*006,
45,519.32 
79,572.22 
___¿*6S0tp0.
51,794.70 
35,591.24 
.— Jills 33-.».25129,741.44 129,741.44 ,917.29
4,200.00A 
10,500,00A 
-200*206.
4,200.00 
10,500.00 
.200,00
2,588.38
502.50
14,900.00 14,900.00 3,090.88
Allocation Ti
m i m  m .
50 , Operation
36
66
06
Stores & Equipment l 
Stores Purchases 
Personal Services 
Equip, Rental & Stores Mat. 
Other Expense
Total Expend-
Amount Amount itures -k
^PProRrlateg Allg.tjtej SafflafeElBg«.
- - 190,420,96
;83P,4|OaQOA,,-.,.^ a^ OaO.S___830,460,00830,460.00784,945.28
Reimbursable Services Other Divisions 
37 Personal Services
67 Equip. Rental & Stores Mat.
07 Other Expense
9,365.72A 9,365.72 31,249.64
22,959.10A 22,959.10 21,103.04
___6Q0.Q0A.,..... 600.PQ_____ 2*62*5232,924,82 32,924.82 55,991.25
Vacation, Sick Leave A Other Compensated 
Absence
08 Personal Services - - 49,664.60
65 00 Under or Over Distribution Labor P.R. _______ 2____________2_____________8.55»
Total Stores & Equipment Expenditures 1,957,012,68 1,957,012,68 1,901,135.55
»Credit A-The Legislature placed no specific limit on expenditures fro® these accounts. The amounts
shown here as "Amount Appropriated* are the amounts requested as necessary for these 
purposes In the 1944 Highway Budget Request of the Department of Public Works. As provided 
in appropriation (2900-50,2900-55) these amounts must be charged against the other 
appropriations listed above and In this statement, they have been distributed as provided.
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GENBRAL STATEMENT
STATS HIGHWAYS
0.024 miles were laid out as State Highway in two 
towns. State highway locations were altered in two toms 
without change of mileage. Discontinuances of 4,294 miles 
of otate Highway were made in two towns. Five county and 
city-town layouts were made in four cities and towns. 
1928.276 miles = total ¿state Highway Mileage July 1, 1944.
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Bit.
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70 270
z
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Recen
A ccess
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0-2 7 5 0-175
0  2 7 5 7 8  oo 2 6 5 0 0 7 /9 9 0
4
C o n s t
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A c c e s s  
Chap- 9o 
Widen
/•C3Í / 031
7 0 3 1 70 573 31-137 70-293
5
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Recon 
Access 
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Widen-
9 Z30 JÉ> 9 * 0 7-*9<b
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Access  
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SÜ^YLYS, PLAB3 and AaTIHATHiS
Daring the year ending dune 30, 1944 preliminary surveys, 
plans and estimates were made as follows:
For State Highway Construction
Preliminary surveys in 4 cities and 15 towns, 
Preliminary plans in 1 city and 13 towns, 
Preliminary estimates in 3 cities anti 5 towns, 
Final surveys in 2 towns,
21.841 miles 
10.140 miles 
7.193 miles 
0.712 miles
For ¿tate Highway Reconstruction
Preliminary surveys in 5 cities and 41 towns, 
Preliminary plans in 5 cities and 34 towns, 
Preliminary estimates in 4 cities and 20 towns, 
Lines and grades in 1 city and 1 town,
84.443 miles 
65.704 miles 
34.643 miles 
0.758 miles
Grade Crossing iSllmlnation
Surveys and plans in 1 city and 2 towns,
Chapter 90, Section 34, as amended
Preliminary surveys in 22 towns, 
Preliminary plans in 1 city and 3 towns, 
Preliminary estimates in 2 towns,
Lines and grades in 9 towns,
2.115 miles
13.664 miles 
1.831 miles 
0.225 -ailes 
2.197 miles
Access Roads
Preliminary surveys in 3 cities and 5 towns, 
Preliminary plans in 3 cities and 2 towns, 
Preliminary estimates in 4 cities and 8 towns, 
Lines and grades in 5 cities and 7 towns,
Final surveys in 3 cities and 10 towns,
12.519 miles 
9.058 miles 
17.301 miles 
17.803 miles 
19.880 miles
State Highway Construction, Reconnaissance
Survey© and plans in 7 cities and 16 towns, 55,875 miles 
Special Reconnaissance Studies in 10 cities
and 43 towns, 144.100 miles
advice to Outside Agencies
Preliminary surveys and plans in 2 towns, 1.060 miles
Preliminary estimates in 2 cities, 0.789 miles
Lines and grades in 1 city, 0.300 miles
Final surveys in 1 city, 0.300 miles
13.068 miles 
2.750 ailes
State Highway Reconstruction Reconnaissance
Surveys and plans in 6 towns.
Special Reconnaissance Studies in 1 town,
Access Roads Reconnaissance
Surveys and plans in 1 city and 3 towns, 2.575 miles
Grade Crossing Elimination Reconnaissance
Special Reconnaissance Studies in 11 cities
and 33 towns, 55,000 miles
Chapter 90, Maintenance
Preliminary estimates in 3 cities and
194 towns, 940,189 miles
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PBHMITS. There were 947 permits issued during the period 
for opening or occupying State Highways for various purposes*
areiaKSvaiS ADVICE TO ¿OJICIPAL .AUTHOHIT IKS * The Depart­
ment furnished engineering 'advice without charge to two cities 
in accordance with the provisions of Section 1, Chapter 81» 
General Laws.
y
PETITIONS, MEETINGS ,-Ju. HEARINGS
In addition to the regular weekly meetings of the Department 
throughout the year, numerous hearings and conferences have been 
held, including the annual hearings in the several counties in 
the Commonwealth for the open discussion of questions relating to 
the public ways, as required by Section 1, Chapter 81,
General Laws, Ter. Ed«; on appeals from the action taken by the 
Registrar of Motor Vehicles in the suspension or revocation of 
certain licenses to operate motor vehicles In 185 cases; on the 
matter of changes in the Rules and Regulations governing 
Outdoor Advertising; and on the matter of laying out State highways 
in Chester and Raynham.
Petitions were received and contracts signed during the year 
as follows:
Petitions Contracts
State highways —  IB
Work under Section 34, Chapter 90,
General laws —  527
ork under Section 26, Chapter 81,
General Laws 179 179
Miscellaneous —  B4
— T R -------- v u
CONSTRUCTION AND RECONSTRUCTION OF STATE HI SWAYS
(Chapter 81, General Laws, as amended)
The following contracts were entered into during the fiscal year for the 
construction and reconstruction of State highways, and work incidental thereto, 
in various municipalitiesj-
Falmouth^Mashpe&-Sandwich
July 27, 19^3» contract made with M, F. Roach Co., of East Bridgewater, 
for completing the reconstruction of about 26,800 feet of highway on Auto 
Route 130 in Sandwich, and about 6,186 feet of highway on the Falmouth-Sandwich 
Road in Mashpee and Falmouth, the surface consisting of Class F bituminous con­
crete. The proposal amounted to $37*848.80. Work completed October 23, 19^3* 
Expenditure during fiscal year, $38,244.20.
Scituate
July 27, 1943, contract made with M. DeMatteo Construction Co., of Milton, 
for constructing the surface of about 11,324 feet of highway on River Street 
(Humarock Beach) and Central Avenue, the surface consisting of gravel and tar 
mixed in place. The proposal amounted to $30,835*^0. Work completed January 2 7, 
1944. Expenditure during fiscal year, $27»l43»60.
Barn s tabl e-Ma shp ee
August 3, 1943, contract made with Forrest Construction Co., of Norwood, 
for constructing about 11,343 feet of State highway on Falmouth Road in Barnstable 
and Mashpee, the surface consisting of bituminous macadam. The proposal amounted 
to $72,820. Work completed December 11, 1943* Expenditure during fiscal year, 
$80,164.04.
Framingham
August 31» 19^3» contract made with Greenough Bros.,Inc., of Waltham, for 
constructing about 5*185 feet of highway on Fountain Street and Dudley Road, the 
surface consisting of Class I bituminous concrete. The proposal amounted to 
$57,224.50. Work practically conplete. Expenditure during fiscal year, $53»993»17*
Mashpee-Sandwich
September l4, 1943, contract made with San-Vel Contracting Co., of Littleton, 
for constructing about 1,233 feet of highway on Fcrestdale Road in Sandwich, and 
about 10,343 feet of highway on the same road in Mashpee, the surface con­
sisting of Class F bituminous concrete. Tho proposal amounted to $57*848.00.
Work cocpleted January 12, 1944. Expenditure during fiscal year, $53*922.44.
Taunton-Norton
September 14, 1943» contract made with Thomas Brothers, of Middleboro, for 
constructing about 3*777 miles of highway on Bay Street in Taunton and Norton, 
including addt*XJudtionat alterations and repairs to an existing concrete beam and 
slab bridge in Taunton on Bay Street over Mill River, the surface of the bridge 
consisting of Class F bituminous concrete, and the surface of the highway con­
sisting of sections of gravel road mix and bituminous macadam. The proposal 
amounted to $162,566.00. Work practically complete. Expenditure during fiscal
year, $152,373*30»
31-
Seiiuate
deptarluer 28, 1943» contract made with (1. Rotondi & Sons, of 7.,elrose, far 
constructing about 3»960 feet of highly 0Ti blades Road, and about &30 feet of 
highway on Army Road, the surface consisting of gravel and tar mixed in place, 
the proposal amounted to 117,046.50« Work completed May 23* 1944. Expenditure 
during fiscal year, #16,225*94.
Beverly
February 29» 1944» contract mado with John lafolla Construction Go.* of 
Dedham, for constructing about 2,322 feet of highway from Cabot Street on Auto 
haute 97 to the Beverly Airport, the surface consisting- of bituminous macadam.
The proposal amounted to $22,635.40. Work about one-half completed. Expenditure 
during fiscal year, $12,888.14*
Hew Bedford
March 21, 1944» contract made with The Henley-Lundgran Company, of oreester, 
for constructing about 10,160 feet of highway on new location, the surface con­
sisting of bituminous macadam. The proposal amounted to $110*880.50. ork 
about one-half completed. Expenditure during fiscal year, #59*191*50.
Boston
June 20, 1944» contract made with Charles Capone, of Roslindale, for con­
structing about 1,011 feet of highway on new location, the surface consisting of 
Class I bituminous concrete. The proposal amounted to $14,756.00. Work not 
yet commenced. No expenditure during fiscal year•
Brookline
June 20» 1944, contract made with dan-Vel Contracting Co.» of Littleton* for 
resurfacing about 3,385 feet of State highway on the southerly roadway on the 
Wore aster Turnpike, the surface consisting of Class I bituminous concrete. The 
proposal amounted to $14,489.00. iork not yet commenced. Mo expenditure during 
fiscal year.
Braintree-nuincy
June 20» 1944» contract made with Old Colony Construction Co. of Quincy, fear 
resurfacing two sections of State highway on Quincy Avenue in Quincy and two 
sections of State highway on Quincy Avenue in Braintree* the surfacing consisting 
of Glass 1 bituminous concrete. The proposal amounted to $11,291*75* ork not 
yet commenced. Mo expenditure during fiscal year.
MISCELLANEOUS
The Department entered into the following contracts for miscellaneous work:-
West Newbury
July 20, 13'43, contract male with Forrest Construction Co., of Norwood, for 
constructing a 60 inch reinforced concrete pipe culvert and earth fill to replace 
present retaining wall on Auto Route 113 on Main Street. The proposal amounted 
to $2,835*9^. Work completed as of August 20, 19^3* Expenditure during fiscal 
year, $3,2lU»75*
Fall River - Somerset
August 10, 19*-’3» contract made with E. L. Conwell 4 Co., of Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, for inspection of treated piles and lumber to be used in repairing 
the fender system of the Brightman Street Bridge in Fall River and Somerset. The 
proposal amounted to $l6H,05. Work completed &3 of December 31» 19^3* Expenditure 
during fiscal year, $lU2.87*
Becket-Dalton
September 7» 19^3» contract made with E. G. Spanos, of Worcester, for cleaning 
and painting three bridges x-tfrg including a single span through plate girder 
bridge and a two span concrete beam and slab .bridge, both over the East Branch 
of the Housatonic River in Dalton, on Auto Route No. 8, and a single span concrete 
beam and slab bridge over the Went Branch of the Westfield River in Becket on 
Auto Route No. 8. The proposal amounted to $1,375*00* Work completed as of 
November 5» 19^3* Expenditure during fiscal year, $1,375*00.
DEPARTMENT (Laboratory)
September 21, 19^3» contract made with Herbert A. Johnson, of Cambridge, for 
repair work and replacements on Riehle Testing Machine No. 16599* The proposal 
amounted to $250.00. Work not yet commenced. No expenditure during fiscal year.
Fp.11 River - Somerset
September 21, 19^ -3» contract made with C. Ray Norris, of Malden, for the 
inenection of abutments and piers at Brightnan Street bridge and Slades Ferry 
Bridge, in the city of Fall River and the town of Somerset* The proposal amounted 
to $3,000.00. Work completed as of November 2, 19'43* Expenditure during fiscal 
year, $1 ,860,00.
Dartmouth
September 28, 19^3. contract made with Town of Dartmouth, for necessary 
patching of the present sealed gravel surface on Mishaum Point Road. The proposal 
amounted to $2,5UO.OO. Work completed as of December h, 19U3. Expenditure during 
ficcal year, $2,2 7 7*28.
DEPARTMENT (100 Nashua Street)
October 26, 19^3, contract made with Chester Newman & Co», of Boston, fox 
repairing roof covering or. office building of the Department of Public Works, 100 
Nashua Street, Boston, The proposal amounted to $2^9.00. Work completed as of 
November 12, 19^3* Expenditure during fiscal year, $3^2.60.
DEPARTMENT (ICO Nashua Street)
October 26, 19^3* contract made with V. J. Kenneally Company, of Boston, 
for installing radiation in office building of the Department of Public Works,
100 Nashua Street, Boston. The proposal amounted to $91,00. Work completed as 
of November 9» 19^3* Expenditure during fiscal year, $91.00.
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New Bedford
November 2, 1943, contract made with Kenworthy & Taylor Inc*, of Everett, 
for installing submarine cable in the Acushnet P.iver at the New Bedford Dravrbridge. 
The proposal amounted to $1,400,00» Work not yet commenced. No expenditure during 
fiscal year,
Sudbury
November 2, 1943» contract made with 1!. Solimando, of Boston, for repairing 
Nursery B a m  and Tool Shed at the Department's Nursery» The proposal amounted to 
$1,160,00, Work completed as of November 1*+, 1943» Expenditure during fiscal 
year, $1 ,160,00,
Danvers-Ip swich
December 28, 19^3» contract made with Daniel Marr and Son Company, of Boston, 
for removing and disposing of two (2) Traffiscopes on Route 1, on Newburyport 
Turnpike in Danvers and Ipswich, The proposal amounted to $150,00. Work com­
pleted as oil January 1°, 1944, Expenditure during fiscal year, $150.00,
DEPARTMENT (Commonwealth Armory)
January 4, 19^» contract made with Prank T, McDonald Co,, of Boston, for 
plumbing and heating work at Maintenance Shop at Commonwealth Armory, 25 Gaffney 
Street, Boston, The proposal amounted to $4,218,00. Work completed as of 
April 14, 1944. Expenditure during fiscal year, $4,300,00.
DEPARTMENT (Commonwealth Armory)
January 4, 1944, contract made with L, H, Mclsaac Co., of Boston, for making 
alterations to Maintenance Shop at Commonwealth Armory, 25 Gaffney Street, Boston,
The proposal amounted to $7*900*00. Work completed as of April 1, 1944» Expenditure 
during fiscal year, $?,049»60.
DEPARTMENT (Commonwealth Armory)
January 11, 1944, contract made with Angelo Palazzo, of Boston, for sharpening 
tools stored in the Department Garage at the Commonwealth Armory, 25 Gaffney Street, 
Boston, The proposal amounted to $235*50* Work just commenced. Expenditure during 
fiscal year, $4*21,
DEPARTMENT (Commonwealth Armory)
January 25, 19^» contract made with J. & M. Brown Co., Inc,, of Boston, for 
installation of electrical work at Maintenance Shop at Commonwealth Armory, 25 Caffney 
Street, Boston, The proposal amounted to $4,190.00. Work completed as of May 7» 1944» 
Expenditure during fiscal year, $4,962,67*
DEPARTMENT (IOC Nashua Street)
February 29, 1944, contract made with Careful Cleaning Co., of Boston, for 
cleaning windows in office building of the Department of Public Works, 100 Nashua 
Street, Beaton, for the period ending June 30, 1944, Tho proposal amounted to 
$800.00. Work about three-fourths completed. Expenditure during fiscal year, $680,00.
Westfield
April 11, 1944, contract made with E. L» Conwell <i Co., of Philadelphia, Pennsyl­
vania, for inspecting creosoted treated lumber for use on Little River Bridge, The 
proposal amounted to $66,30* Work not yet commenced, Sxp: No expenditure during 
fiscal year.
DEPARTMENT (ICO Nashua Street)
May 31» 1944, contract made with Wills & Hill, of Boston, for making changes 
in office partitions on the fifth and seventh floors of the office building of the 
Department of Public Work9, 100 Nashua Street, Eoston. The proposal amounted to 
$467.05i Work not yet commenced. No expenditure during fiscal year.
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¿um  13# 1944* c-ntrsct esad# wlth Bastón Tre¡a Rail Caayeay* ef Boston* 
for srscti:;¿ tbree (3) eeetlowi of «odatiug a >n«rail and fittings at Qmsmmmlth 
25 Oaffnoy Street* 3«et<au 7fce pr& púm l aic-watU& to $16$«0D* Tari not 
yet cceseeoeed* Ko expenditur« durfag fiac&l ye&r»
Sriafieid-Ckkcopaa-Shdilmre© ^BlMttlXaHenpGMlirlác»
June 13* 1944, eoetmet «ale witfe ¡.¿¡miel llnabsuat •>* J.» sí ;osí.t»i| i*ar 
mku^ geophyoleal oateraimiion of bodroek* Th* prepoa&l anounted to 13*460*00« 
;ork not yet ootsseaoed# fio «Jtponditaro durisg fiscal y*©r*
iudfcury
juas 20» 1944» saitrast m ás sülk Jaeeph G* Gtussola* of Boston* for paiBtiag 
bar» at Departaeat of fuelle otfce Kursary* Tbo proposal aisouiiteá to $720*00. 
«erh eat yot eesssseiwe&* Ho expeaditure áuring fiscal yoar*
Jm» 20, i >44» cootract oado wlth Couturc Bros** of Turnare fe lis * for painting 
a cerrugated setal building* The propasa! «aa&unted to 1597*50* *»* Bet ^
•omwMé« He expeadituro -áuriag fiscal ymr*
mring-CÜll
juno 28# 1944* «ootraot sede with Cees«* Osa Gc*apany» lias** of alentosa» 
¿snnsylronia, for repedriag «uporairucture má suketruetisre of t í »  Troach King 
^iáge ovar tfee Coaaeeticufc Rifar* The propoeal saKnasteá te SlO#910*00* '*«•* 
not yet eoHftased» lio expeasditure d»ri»g fiac&l year*
(XOO Basta» ¿treei)
June 29, 1944* aontraot emú»  with K* H. Rinde Trucklng, lee ., of dasbridge* 
for aoriag furniturs i »  the office building of t i »  Departaent of i ahlie erke*
100 Sa»hu& Street* The propoe&i amimtod te '125*00• 'ork not y«t eoKssaneed*
So expsnditure during íieeal yoar*
WASH BORINGS
The Department entered into the following contracts for the taking of wash 
borings:«
Peabody-Dan vers of Boston,
July 13» 13*'3» contract made with 3. F. Smith and Company, Incorporated^/for 
taking wash borings in the city of Peabody and the town of Danvers, on the Navbury- 
port Turnpike. Expenditure during fiscal yeer, $995*25»
Gloucester
October 19» 19^3* contract made with 3. F. Smith and Company, Incorporated, of 
Boston, for takihg wash borings and core borings at tv - 3ite of the proposed bridge 
over the Annisquam River between Rust Island and Ferry Hill. Expenditure during 
fiscal year, $*+,145.50.
B r imf i el <LJiar va r d- Shi rl ey
December 26, 1943» contract made with Chas. A. Leary Co., of Boston, for taking 
v.ash borings on Auto Route 20 in Brimfield and at the Mitchelville Eridge in Harvard 
and Shirley. Expenditure during fiscal year, $1,576.77»
Lunenburg
January 4, 1944, contract made with E. F. Smith and Company, Incorporated, of 
Boston, for taking wash borings on Auto Route 2 (The Great Road). Expenditure during 
fiscal year, $1,477.46.
Braintree-L in coln-Walp 01e-A 111ebo ro—Taunton
January 25, 1344, contract made with Raymond Concrete Pile Company, of Boston, 
for taking wash borings on Washington Street in Braintree, Concord Rood in Lincoln 
xxi Main Street in Walpole, South Main Street in Attleboro and County Street in 
Taunton. Expenditure during fiscal year, $1,285.07.
Ashburnham
March 25, 1944* contract made with Raymond Concrete Pile Company, of Boston, 
for taking wash borings on North State Highway. Expenditure during fiscal jear, 
$ 1,0 9 5 .2 6 .
Lynn f i e14-Wakefi eld
May l6, 1944, contract made with Raymond Concrete Pile Company, of Boston, for 
taking wash borings on Roxit.e 128 in Lynnfield and Wakefield» Expenditure during 
fiscal year, $890*74.
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GRADE CROSSINGS
(Section 70, Chapter 159 the General Laws, (Ter. Ei.) as amended by 
Section 1, Chapter 357 0- the Acts of 193*0
The following contract was entered into for the elimination of grade 
crossirgs:-
Fremingham
October 19, 19^3» contract made with San-Vel Contracting Co., of Littleton, 
for constructing a single span steel stringer concrete slab bridge on the existing 
abutments of the bridge on Winter Street over the tracks of the Boston and Albany 
Railroad, and approaches thereto, the surface of the approaches consisting of 
bituminous macadam. The proposal amounted to $U2,06U.00. Work about one-half 
completed. Expenditure during tkx fiscal year, $22,703.5^*
MATERIALS TESTING LABORATORY
During the fiscal year ending June 30» 1944 a total of 
1250 tests were made by the Materials Testing Laboratory. This 
figure is considerably lower than in other years due to a general 
curtailment in major highway construction, with access roads the 
principal projects. Testing was done for the United States Army 
and United States Kavy, and only the necessary routine testing for 
Department maintenance work was performed. Many of the regular 
staff of the Laboratory entered the armed forces, leaving a skeleton 
force to carry on.
Some research was continued on the advantages of air-entraining 
cement and on the effect of anti-stripping compounds.
38-
T H A F F I C
Total
Year
Analysis of State Highway Accident . tecoras
Accidents in Massachusetts
Mon-Fatal 
Mo. Accidents
Fatal
Mo. Accidents Mo. Persons Killed
1942 21,475 472 508
1943 15,585 417 452
State Highway Accidents
Year Total Accidents Persons Killed
1942 2813 147
1943 2233 120
During the year 1943 total accidents in Massachusetts de­
creased. 27% and fatalities decreased 11% as compared with 1941. In 
the same periods total accidents and fatalities on the State high­
ways decreased 20% and 18% respectively*
As a result State highway collisions reached a new low point 
which was only 61% of the 1930 accident total.
The tabulation of the State highway accidents continues to be 
made and a summary is prepared each month for use in the traffic 
office and for the .State police.
Plotting the Accident Diagrams on
_ ______gSftjyKJaaBgL___________ -
As in previous years this plotting of accidents continues to 
be done and the maps» as in the past, prove to be a means foe check­
ing the trends of accidents on state highways. They supply trie in­
formation usually obtained from a spot map and give considerable 
other information regarding these accidents.
Monthly deport to state Police
Monthly reports have been furnished the State Police on State 
highway accidents. This record includes collisions reported by 
registry Inspector's, operators and local police.
■ > & r  i M .
cm accwiunt of the co et ¿nuance of tte war, the Traffic Division „•as es Oeâ smon to continue iis war eauigency activities and the aaiatonance or spacial operation*. mi© m,a true partie nier iy with referenoa to Btete-cened traffic signala and in tfais conr*ciion 1% «as rieeeaaary to ¡aake the following ndjustonta*
llis balance of the 72 signais now la full operation are aostly of the vehicle-actuated type, and are urgently required in ti* interest of public safety at the following locations is
1 at Hadley underpass», oute 92 at railroad grade crossings S at bridges26 in areas of heavy war industries17 on Heavy volume routes in Metropolitanareas* routes used to and fro® areas of heavy war industries20 at extremely hazardous intersections where acci- deni history reveals the necessity for signals*
in addition to the above adjustment, in 59.6S of our signals all 
e-uipaeat throughout the diaout area* as defined by the Msayt has been equipped with the new standard approved 70S aperture a&sk* A H  
this work has been collated in accord-nce with ocaeuhive -.^ rder ho#
40 and conforms ith the procedure for putting into effect klghKisiy 
traffic policies of the office of ¡jafense Transportation, as contain­
ed in the aatusai fro« Joseph B. Seaton*, office of Defcase Trans­
portation, “fitting traffic Control to .,artim"+
Many raciiests from tom officials were received for the re~ 
painting of the white traffic lines? previously painted in the oi^ut 
area in 1942+ a SHsadary of this follow#!total white lines on town roads****•*•*79*5 miles ■fetal white lines on state highway».*.*23*0 Mies Approval for this work being given by the jepartnent* the ireafifi Division compiatsd this work during the painting season»
Under the provisions of Chapters 85 and 90 of the General u#ws, as amended* certain duties are placed upon the Bsp&rtmnt in order to secure uniformity in highway traffic signs, signals, markings and regulations*
52 lignais changad to log Total signals shut off or
31 signals shut off coispletely 
25 dignáis changed to “an flashers
adjusted.
Traffic ¿igas, Lights, markings, Bignal Systems 
.....  .......a .^..jagalflHflBg— - — ~--_
Holyoke ,wcai-ac tuated * traff ic control signalioucts 5 at Ingleside street*
2hls traffic control sitasi was taken over £ r m  the Qt%y m  
Seveaber 8, 1343, improved, and set in operation on XJeceiaber l f 
1943, dm to tfae codirection of a new state highway.
A  new high level bridge -»as constructed over tkm Sack liver 
m  :¿oute 3A necea«itatlog tb» i w a l  of the «Mating traffic con­
trol «ignei on trie old draw bridge. X>pm QmpxmJLsm stf the new 
bridge a new flasher was constructed at caci» approach to the bridge 
as follonas dlhdfaaa» 3A at Beak» St«{ gaasaoetiu 3A at the end of 
divisional island* fida work was completed in Gageât 1343*
danoiag» ¿.iogulatory Pigna aal Soute Sarkom erected s 734
traffic «faite lines painted...**.**734 Mile«
traffic control a ignei», signe and regulations wer© approved
by the Sepso* Maewt as fellows
traffic dignáis**.••••••••SI
UKunlfag Beacene**••••••••• 0
traf fi e ...igne............ *18
traffic Uorkli^ fa*«»....... 3
traffic ©dolation«.«••*.164 
Isolated ¿itop Biguá*.....* 3
Safety z<n,m.  .... * ...19
FEDERAL AID IN CONSTRUCTING HIGHWAYS
Statements as to the Acts of Congress and of the Massachusetts 
Legislature in respect to cooperation between the United States and the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts in the construction of highways under the 
Federal Highway Act approved November 3, 1921, may oe found in the an­
nual reports of the Department of Public orks for the years 1920 to 
date. A detailed statement of the Federal Aid allotments and projects 
appears in the Department deport for the fiscal year 1933.
Additions and alterations for the fiscal years 1934 to 1939 in­
clusive and a summary of Federal Aid allotments appear in the Department 
Report for the fiscal year 1938. Additions and alterations for the 
following years appear in each annual report of the Department.
Following is a statement of Federal Aid Funds for projects 
financed by -tegular Federal Aid and projects financed by funds made avail­
able under the '»DEFENSE ACTS OF 1941" for the period July 1, 1943 to 
June 30* 1944.
STATDLBiTT OF FSDDRAD AID FUNDS 
JUSjY 1, 1943 TO JUNE 30, 1944
DBFS! A AW QC *î» *—* V Xt* '»Jr ROAD PROJECTS Amount Balance
F .Aa... No. .
DA-WB 20 
DA-NB 9 
DA-WB 31 
DA-WB 21
DA-WR 24 
DA-WB 29 
DA-WB 21-B(1) 
DA-WC 27 
DA-WB 22 
DA-WB 3
DA-WB 26
tu—ara IQ
Totals . . . . $695106.24 $25094.79
GRADS CROSSING PROJECT 
F.A. No. Town/City Mileage Allotment
Amount
Received
Balance
AW- PGS-FAGS 63-A(2)
Framingham 0.075 &49209.QQ $7.5gU25
Totals . . . . . . 0.075 $49209.00 $'11827.65 $7381.35
SUMMARY Total
Total Total Total Amount Balance
Mileage Allotment Received Due
Defense Access Projects 22•275$720201* 03 $695106.24 $25094.79
tele Cyo^iiK, .?roj§c.t---- — 0.075 . 492Q9.QQ,- 41887^65,
Town/Cii^ L,.—
Darns table -i a3hpee
Beverly
Boston
Falmo uth-Mashpee-
Sandwich
Framingham
Framingham
Mashpee-Sandwich
New Bedford
Bandwich-Maahpee
Scituate
Scituate
Mileage Allotment 
2.' U S  386118.38 
0.439 27893.74
0.193 16449.02
6.244
0.974
0.851
0.535
1.924
2.192
2.144
0.854
42194.68
60303.81
43448.58
712.57
148268.20
61352.05
30746.00
19251.00
Received
$86118.38
27893.74
16449.02
42194.68
60303.81
43448.58
712.57
148268.20
61352.05
30746.00
18006.40
169612.81
■¿¿Ufi-
1244.60
23850.19
* ♦ •Grand Totals 22.350$769410•03 $736933.89 $32476.34
BRIDGES
During this fiscal year the Department awarded contracts 
for 3 new structures; awarded contracts for alterations or 
repairs to 4 structures; examined and reported on 9 structures 
at the request of local authorities; examined and reported on 7 
structures at the request of Department authorities; examined 
plans for 3 structures under the provisions of Chapter 85,
Lection 35, General Laws; and made preliminary studies, estimates 
or plans for building or altering 37 structures in the near 
future.
The various cities and^ tov/ns, the locations therein, and 
the character of the work ivon in detail as follows:
Contracts for Hew Structures
Charlemont Depot Street over Deerfield River, four 75-foot spans, steel stringer bridge 
with concrete deck.
Framingham Winter Street over tracks of B.&A.R.R., one 70-foot span, steel stringer bridge 
with concrete deok.
Hanover Circuit Street over Drlnkwater River, one 15-foot span, concrete arch bridge
Contracts for Alterations or Repairs to 
_____ _____Existing Structures_______
Athol Main Street bridge over Millers River, 
repairs to concrete arch.
Erving At Gill line, repairs to French King bridge 
over Connecticut River.
Taunton Bay Street bridge over Mill River, new 
sidewalk and fences.
Westfield Little River bridge over Westfield River, 
replacing deck.
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Wakefield 'Two bridges on Route 128 over tracks 
of B. & Um R*R.
Walpole Main Street over N.Y., N.H. & H. R.R.
Wareham Sandwich Road over Agawam River*
Warren Ware Road over Cheney Brook/
«est Stockbridge Three bridges on By-pass,
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^  CONSTRUCTION OF TOWN AND COUNTY WAYS
(Section 34, Chapter 90, General Laws, Ter. Ed.)
Dxiring the year the Department has contracted for work to be done in the towns/cities 
named in the following table, which also shows the type of roed or nature of work, the 
length contracted for, and the allotments or contributions by the State, towns/cities and 
countie s:
Counties end Towns Contributions Type of Road or Length con-
Rnrnstable County
State Town County Nature of Work treeted for 
(Feet)
Barnstable $ 2 ,000.00 $ 2 ,000.00 $ 2,000.00
■%Maintenance 4,750
Barnstable 4 ,16 5 .0 0 5 ,830.00 2 ,500.00 Maintenance 9,250
Bourne 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 8,800
Brewster 700.00 700.00 700.00 Maintenance 8 ,8 51
Chatham 500.00 1 ,000.00 - Bridge Repairs -
Dennis 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00 Maintenance 42,135
Falmouth 1 ,000.00 - - Maintenance 1 ,6 0 0
Harwich 1 ,000.00 500.00 - Bridge Repairs -
Mashpee 350.00 - 350.00 Maintenance 11,700
Orleans 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00 Maintenance 22,812
Orleans 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 1,742
Truro 250.00 250.00 250.00 Maintenance 1,0 0 0
Truro 250.00 250.00 250.00 Maintenance 1,000
Yarmouth 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 6,000
Berkshire County
Adams 400.00 400.00 400.00 Maintenance 5,900
Adams 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 2,50 0
Alford 200.00 200.00 200.00 Maintenance 4,400
Alford 300.00 300.00 300.00 Maintenance 3,700
Beeket 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 11,300
Becket 600.00 600.00 600.00 Maintenance 5,000
Cheshire 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 9,050
Cheshire 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 10,800
Clarksburg 400.00 400.00 400.00 Maintenance 8,600
Clarksburg 350.00 350.00 350.00 Maintenance 6,700
Dalton 400.00 400.00 400.00 Maintenance 4,721
Dalton 300.00 300.00 300.00 Maintenance 4,850
Egremont 200.00 200.00 200.00 Maintenance 4,300
Egremont 200.00 200.00 200.00 Maintenance 4,000
Florida 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 8,700
Florida 400.00 400.00 400.00 Maintenance 8,000
Great Barrington 700.00 700.00 700.00 Maintenance 10,369
Great Barrington 700.00 700.00 700.00 Maintenance 9,000
Hancock 350.00 350.00 350.00 Maintenance 5,250
Hancock 400.00 400.00 400.00 Maintenance 6,000
Hinsdale 300.00 300.00 300.00 Maintenance 6,900
Hinsdale 300.00 300.00 300.00 Maintenance 6,900
Lanesborough 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 7,500
Lanesborough 400.00 400.00 400.00 Maintenance 8,200
Lee 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 6,853
Lee 400.00 400.00 400.00 Maintenance 6,272
Lenox 400.00 400.00 400.00 Maintenance 5,190
Lenox 450.00 450.00 450.00 Maintenance 6,407
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^unties and Towns 
Berkshire County
State
Contributions
Town County
Type of Road or 
Nature of Work
Length con­
tracted for 
(Feet)
Lenox 3 1 ,^00.00 Ì 1 ,500.00 $ 1 ,500.00 Bridge Repairs -
Monterey 300.00 300.00 300.00 Maintenance 5,800
Monterey 300.00 300.00 300.00 Maintenance %00C
Mount Washington 200.00 200.00 200.00 Maintenance 2,900
Mount Washington 200.00 200.00 200.00 Maintenance 6,900
New Ashford 150 .0 0 150.0 0 150 .0 0 Maintenance 8,490
New Ashford 100.00 100.00 100.00 Maintenance 7,290
New Marlborough 650.00 650.00 650.00 Maintenance 14,900
New Marlborough 900.00 900.00 900.00 Maintenance 22,600
Otis 400.00 400.00 400.00 Maintenance 8,50 0
Otis 300.00 300.00 300.00 Maintenance 6,50 0
Peru 800.00 800.00 800.00 Maintenance 18,200
Peru 600.00 600.00 600.00 Maintenance 15 ,0 0 0
Pittsfield 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00 Maintenance 10,736
Richmond 400.00 400.00 400.00 Maintenance 9 ,10 0
Richmond 400.00 400.00 . 400.00 Maintenance 10,000
Sandisfield 200.00 200.00 200.00 Maintenance 4,000
Sandisfield 200.00 200.00 200.00 Maintenance 2,800
Savoy 300.00 300.00 300.00 Maintenance 5,700
Savoy 400.00 400.00 400.00 Maintenance 9,000
Sheffield 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 12 ,0 0 0
Sheffield 700.00 700.00 700.00 Maintenance 19,0 0 0
Stockbridge 200.00 200.00 200.00 Maintenance 3,000
Stockbridge 450.00 450.00 450.00 Maintenance 7,413
Tyringham 200.00 200.00 200.00 Maintenance 4,300
Tyringham 200.00 200.00 200.00 Maintenance 4,000
Washington 500.00 250.00 500.00 Maintenance 9,740
Washington 400.00 200.00 400.00 Maintenance ’ 8,500
West Stockbridge 1 ,400.00 1 ,400.00 1 ,400.00 Maintenance 16,200
West Stockbridge 1 ,200.00 1 ,200.00 1 ,200.00 Maintenance 24,800
Williamstown 300.00 300.00 300.00 Maintenance 4,500
Williamstown 400.00 400.00 400.00 Maintenance 6,30 0
Windsor 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 5,850
Windsor 400.00 400.00 400.00 Maintenance 9,000
Bristol County
Acushnet 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 23,909
Acushnet 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 23,909
Berkley 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00 Maintenance 48,064
Berkley 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00 Maintenance 48,064
Dartmouth 1 ,000.00 1 ,300.00 700.00 Maintenance 48,581
Dartmouth 800.00 800.00 800.00 Maintenance 48,581
Dighton 800.00 800.00 800.00 Maintenance 39,653
Dighton 800.00 800.00 800.00 Maintenance . 39,653
Easton 700.00 700.00 700.00 Maintenance 46,836
Easton 700.00 700.00 700.00 Maintenance 46,939
Fairhaven 700.00 700.00 700.00 Maintenance 29,975
Fairhaven 700.00 700.00 700.00 Maintenance 29,975
Freetown 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 64,801
Freetown 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 62,301
Mansfield. 700.00 700.00 700.00 Maintenance 26,717
Mensfield 700.00 700.00 700.00 Maintenance 26,717
North Attleborough 300.00 300.00 300.00 Maintenance 4,150
*1'
l^iunties and Towns 
Rristcl Countv
State
Contributions
Town County
Type of Road or 
Nature of Work
Length con­
tracted for 
(Feet)
Norton $ 500.00 $ 500.00 $ 500.00 Maintenance 27,266
Norton 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 27,539
Raynharo 400.00 400.00 400.00 Maintenance 16,080
Rsynhsm 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 16,080
Rehoboth 1,200.00 1,200.00 1,200.00 Maintenance 87,242
Rehoboth 1,200.00 1,200.00 1,200.00 Maintenance 87,242
Swansea 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Meintenance 38,346
Swansea 800.00 800.00 800.00 Maintenance 40,346
Taunton 2,200.00 2,600.00 1,800.00 Maintenance 6,900
Westport 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 Maintenance 104,321
Westport 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 Maintenance 120,020
Westport 1,150.00 - - Maintenance 12,100
Dukes County
Chilmark 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 Maintenance 8,600
Essex County
Amesbury 750.00 1,500.00 « Maintenance 57,229
Amesbury 750.00 1,500.00 - Maintenance 57,471
Andover 500.00 1,000.00 - Maintenance 57,397
Andover 500.00 1,000.00 - Maintenance 57,397
Boxfcrd 1,000.00 2,000.00 - Maintenance 53,360
Boxford 1,000.00 2,000.00 - Maintenance 60,225
Danvers 500.00 1,000.00 - Maintenance 43,025
Danvers 600.00 1,200.00 - Maintenance 48,025
Essex 250.00 500.00 - Maintenance 21,727
Essex 500.00 1,000.00 - Maintenance 24,902
Hamilton 400.00 800.00 - Maintenance 45,797
Ipswich 1,000.00 2,000.00 - Maintenance 51,767
Ipswich 700.00 1 ,400.00 - Maintenance 51,767
Lynnfield 1,000.00 2,000.00 - Maintenance 43,133
Lynnfield 1,000.00 2,000.00 - Maintenance 43,133
Marblehead 2,000.00 4,000.00 - Maintenance 55,071
Marblehead 1,400.00 2,800.00 - Maintenance 55,071
Merrimac 500.00 1,000.00 - Maintenance 16,640
Methuen 6C0.00 1,200.00 - • Maintenance 56,822
Methuen 600.00 1,200.00 - Maintenance 56,905
Middleton 500.00 1,000.00 - Maintenance 24,354
Middleton 500.00 1,000.00 - Maintenance 32,287
Nahant 1,000.00 2,000.00 - Maintenance 34,130
Nahant 1,000.00 2,000.00 - Maintenance 38,830
Newbury 500.00 1,000.00 - Maintenance 26,404
Newbury 500.GO 1,000.00 - Maintenance 11,565
North Andover 500.00 1,000.00 - Maintenance 21,980
North Andover 1,000.00 2,000.00 - Maintenance 19,724
Rockport 500.00 1,000.00 - Maintenance 41,786
Rockport 500.00 1,000.00 - Maintenance 41,736
Rowley 500.00 1,000.00 - Maintenance 25,544
Rowley 500.00 1,000.00 - Maintenance 33,339
Salisbury 250.00 500.00 - Maintenance 31,333
Saugus 1,500.00 3,000.00 - Maintenance 23,933
Topsfield 250.00 500.00 - Maintenance 7,317
^unties and Towns Contributions Type of Road or Length con-
State Town County Nature of Work treated for
Essex County (Feet)
Topsfield $ 5 0 0 .0 0 % i , o o o .o o -  5 - Maintenance 26,770
Wenham 5 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 - Maintenance 39,960
7/enham 5 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 - Maintenance 39,960
Franklin County
Ashfield 5 0 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 5 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 30,624
Ashfield 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 - Maintenance 9,311
Ashfield 5 0 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 Maintenance 30,624
Buckland 2 5 0 .0 0 2 5 0 .0 0 2 5 0 .0 0 Maintenance 37,130
Buckland 2 5 0 .0 0 2 5 0 .0 0 2 5 0 .0 0 Maintenance 8 ,0 3 0
Charlemont 2 5 0 .0 0 2 5 0 .0 0 2 5 0 .0 0 Maintenance 8,350
Charlemont 2 5 0 .0 0 2 5 0 .0 0 2 5 0 .0 0 Maintenance 6 ,4 0 0
Charlemont 4-5 , 000.00 1 5 ,0 0 0 .0 0 - Bridge and approaches
Colr&in 50 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 Maintenance 56,113
Colrain 50 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 5 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 7,100
Conway 5 0 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 5 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 37,700
Conway 5 0 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 5 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 21,800
Deerfield 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 12,903
Srving 50 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 5 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 4,300
Gill 50 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 Maintenance 35,631
Gill 50 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 Maintenance 13,500
Greenfield 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 34,702
Greenfield 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,000.00 Maintenance 27,927
Hawley 50 0 .0 0 5 0 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 Maintenance 1 2 ,2 5 0
Hawley 50 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 Maintenance 15,000
Heath 50 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 5 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 22,950
Heath 5 0 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 Maintenance 7,600
Leverett 50 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 Maintenance 24,250
Leverett 50 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 Maintenance 1 2 ,0 5 0
Leyden 2 5 0 .0 0 2 5 0 .0 0 2 5 0 .0 0 Maintenance 1 3 ,2 0 0
Leyden 2 5 0 .0 0 2 5 0 .0 0 2 5 0 .0 0 Maintenance 7,340
Monroe 2 5 0 .0 0 250.00 2 5 0 .0 0 Maintenance 9,500
Monroe 2 5 0 .0 0 2 5 0 .0 0 2 5 0 .0 0 Maintenance 1 0 ,0 0 0
Montague 50 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 Maintenance 35,611
Montague 50 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 Maintenance 8,000
New Salem 30 0 .0 0 30 0 .0 0 30 0 .0 0 Maintenance 1 1 ,5 0 0
New Salem 30 0 .0 0 30 0 .0 0 30 0 .0 0 Maintenance 8,000
Northfield 50 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 Maintenance 15,650
Northfield 50 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 5 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 1 2 ,1 0 0
Orange 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 46,034
Orange 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 27,400
Rowe 350.00 350.00 350.00 Maintenance 9,500
Rowe 350.00 350.00 350.00 Maintenance 6,900
Shelburne 50 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 5 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 20,708
Shelburne 50 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 5 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 13,710
Shuteabury 4 0 0 .0 0 40 0 .0 0 4 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 10,950
Shute abury 4 0 0 .0 0 4 0 0 .0 0 4 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 8,200
Sunderland 30 0 .0 0 3 0 0 .0 0 3 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 8 y  000
Warwick 1 ,5 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 5 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 44 ,2 4 0
Warwick 1 , 500.00 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 5 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 20,900
Wendell 5 0 0 .0 0 5 0 0 .0 0 5 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 15,300
Wendell 50 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 Maintenance 8 y  000
Whately 50 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 5 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 600
50-
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^>untÌ9S and Towns 
HpmDden County
State
Contributions
Town County
Type of Road or 
Nature of ’Work
Length con­
tracted for 
(Feet)
Agawam $ 1,700.00 # 1,700.00 $ 1,700.00 Maintenance 35,976
Agawam 1,700.00 1,700.00 1,700.00 Maintenance 34,342
Blandiord 800.00 800.00 800.00 Maintenance 14,400
Blandford 700.00 700.00 700.00 Maintenance 10,200
Brimfield 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 40,093
Brimfield 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 40,093
Chester 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 13,200
Chester 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 19,700
East Longraeadow 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 19,740
East Longmeadow 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 19,496
Granville 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 19,385
Granville 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 29,321
Hampden 400.00 400.00 400.00 Maintenance 10,200
Hampden 400.00 400.00 400.00 Maintenance 10,250
Holland 750.00 750.00 750.00 Maintenance 31,317
Holland 750.00 750.00 750.00 Maintenance 31,317
Longmeadow 300.00 300.00 300.00 Maintenance 17,192
Longmeadow 300.00 300.00 300.00 Maintenance 19,346
Ludlow 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 Maintenance 25,922
Ludlow 1,165.00 1,165.00 1,165.00 Maintenance 14,500
Monson 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 19,943
Monson 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 19,943
Montgomery 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 8,700
Montgomery 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 9,700
Palmer 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 65,025
Palmer 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 65,025
Russell 300.00 300.00 300.00 Maintenance 5,200
Russell 300.00 300.00 300.00 Maintenance 6,500
Southwick 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 12,200
Southwick 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 13,613
Tolland 400.00 400.00 400.00 Maintenance 7,900
Tolland 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 9,900
Wales 300.00 300.00 300.00 Maintenance 15,700
’Wales 300.00 300.00 300.00 Maintenance 15,700
West Springfield 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 27,534
Westfield 6,600.00 1,100.00 1,100.00 Approach to Airport 728
Westfield 2,700.00 2,700.00 2,700.00 Bridge Repairs -
Westfield 9,375.00 3,750.00 1,875.00 Bituminous macadam 1,900
Wilbraham 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 11,884
Hampshire County
Amherst 1,350.00 1,350.00 1,350.00 Maintenance 14,683
Amherst 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 Maintenance 6,485
Belchertown 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 34,700
Belchertown 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 25,200
Chesterfield 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 16,200
Chesterfield 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 32,229
Curamington 750.00 750.00 750.00 Maintenance 28,759
Cumraington 750.00 750.00 750.00 Maintenance 27,409
Easthampton 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 14,027
Easthampton 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 13,170
Goshen 700.00 700.00 700.00 Maintenance 3,550
Goshen 700.00 700.00 700.00 Maintenance 3,200
Counties and Towns 
Hampshire County
State
Contributions
Town County
Type of Road or 
Nature of Work
Length con­
tracted for 
(Feet)
Granby $ 500.00 $ 500.00 $ 500.00 Maintenance 10 ,58 0
Hadley 700.00 700.00 700.00 Maintenance 56,323
Hadley 800.00 800.00 800.00 Maintenance 15,670
Hatfield 800.00 800.00 800.00 Maintenance 750
Hatfield 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 5 ,0 10
Huntington ¿00.00 ¿00.00 ¿00.00 Maintenance 6 , ¿08
Huntington ¿00.00 ¿00.00 ¿00.00 Maintenance 7,100
Middlefield 300.00 300.00 300.00 Maintenance 6,000
Middlefield 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 6,600
Northampton 1 ,600.00 800.00 800.00 Maintenance ¿,665
Pelham 200.00 200.00 200.00 Maintenance 5,000
Pelham 200.00 200.00 200.00 Maintenance 5,200
Plainfield 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00 Maintenance 18,633
Plainfield 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00 Maintenance ¿9,183
South Hadley 300.00 300.00 300.00 Maintenance ¿,600
South Hadley 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 10,750
Southampton 900.00 900.00 900.00 Maintenance 3, ¿50
Southampton 300.00 300.00 300.00 Maintenance 8,000
Tiare 200.00 200.00 200.00 Maintenance 6 ,92¿
Ware 300.00 300.00 300.00 Maintenance 6,92¿
Westhampton 800.00 800.00 800.00 Maintenance 13,650
Westhampton 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00 Maintenance 1 3 , ¿00
Williamsburg 350.00 350.00 350.00 Maintenance 11,63¿
Williamsburg 1 ,100.00 1 ,100.00 1 ,100.00 Maintenance 9,852
Worthington 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 9 , ¿00
Worthington 800.00 800.00 800.00 Maintenance 15,700
Middlesex County
Acton 1 ,500.00 1 ,500.00 1 ,500.00 Maintenance 99,315
Acton 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 Maintenance 99,315
Arlington 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00 Maintenance ¿0 ,¿ ¿ 6
Arlington 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00 Maintenance ¿0,627
Ashby 800.00 800.00 800.00 Maintenance 28,075
Ashby 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00 Maintenance 28,075
Ashland 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00 Maintenance ¿1 ,9 0 6
Ashland 1 ,500.00 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00 Maintenance ¿1 ,9 0 6
Aysr 2 ,000.00 2,000.00 2 ,000.00 Maintenance 5 ¿,0 10
Ayer 2 ,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 Maintenance 5¿,009
Bedford 2,500.00 2,500.00 2 ,500.00 Maintenance 57,73¿
Bedford 3,000.00 3,000.00 3,000.00 Maintenance 56,73¿
Bedford 1,800.00 900.00 900.00 Bridge
Belmont 1 ,000.00 300.00 1,700.00 Maintenance 39,996
Belmont 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00 Maintenance 39,996
Billerica 2 ,500.00 2,500.00 2,500.00 Maintenance 100,108
Billerica 2,500.00 2,500.00 2 ,500.00 Maintenance 100,115
Boxborough 800.00 800.00 800.00 Maintenance ¿¿,5ó/
Boxborough 800.00 800.00 800.00 Maintenance ¿4,bó/
Burlington 1 ,500.00 1 ,500.00 1 ,500.00 Maintenance 8 3,0¿¿
Burlington 1 ,500.00 1 ,500.00 1 ,500.00 Maintenance 83>0¿¿62,710Carlisle 1 ,200.00 1 ,200.00 1 ,200.00 Maintenance
Carlisle 1 ,500.00 1 ,500.00 1 ,500.00 Maintenance 6 2,660
Chelmsford 2,500.00 2,500.00 2,500.00 Maintenance 97,810
Chelmsford 2,500.00 2,500.00 2,500.00 Maintenance 97,810
f
^unties and Towns 
Middlesex County
i
Stete
Contributions
Town County
Type of Road or 
Nature of Work
Concord t 1,000.00 $ 1,000.00 $ 1,000.00 Maintenance
Concord 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance
Dracut 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 Maintenance
Dracut 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 Maintenance
Dunstable 750.00 750.00 750.00 Maintenance
Dunstable 750.00 750.00 750.00 Maintenance
Framingham 1,000.00 1,000.00 .1,000.00 Maintenance
Framingham 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 Maintenance
Groton 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 Maintenance
Groton 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 Maintenance
Holliston 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 Maintenance
Holliston 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 Maintenance
Hopkinton
Hopkinton
1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 Maintenance
1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 Maintenance
Hudson 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance
Hudson 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 Maintenance
Lexington 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance
Lexington 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance
Lincoln 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance
Lincoln 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 Maintenance
Littleton 1,800.00 1,800.00 1,800.00 Maintenance
Littleton 1,800.00 1,800.00 1,800.00 Maintenance
Maynard 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance
Maynard 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance
Natick 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance
Natick 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance
North Reading 1,200.00 1,200.00 1,200.00 Maintenance
North Reading 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 Maintenance
Pepperell 1,800.00 1,800.00 1,800.00 Maintenance
Fepperell 1,800.00 1,800.00 1,800.00 Maintenance
Reading 750.00 750.00 750.00 Maintenance
Reading 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance
Sherborn 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 Maintenance
Sherborn 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 Maintenance
Shirley 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 Maintenance
Shirley 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 Maintenance
Stoneham 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance
Stoneham 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance
Stow 1,200.00 1,200.00 1,200.00 Maintenance
Stow 1,200.00 1,200.00 1,200.00 Maintenance
Sudbury 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance
Sudbury 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 Maintenance
Tewksbury 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 Maintenance
Tewksbury 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 Maintenance
Townsend 1,200.00 1,200.00 1,200.00 Maintenance
Townsend 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 Maintenance
Tyngsborough 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 Maintenance
Tyngsborcugh 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 Maintenance
Wakefield 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance
Wakefield 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 Maintenance
Waltham * 5,000.00 129,800.00 Bridge
Watertown 750.00 750.00 750.00 Maintenance
Watertown 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance
Wayland 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 Maintenance
Length con­
tracted for 
(Feet)
85,781
84,611
80,022
80,022
51.184
51.184 
100,857 
100,907
65.070
65.070
53.504
53.504 
64,220 
64,220 
52,771 
52,761
72.611
72.611
43.540
43.540 
65,448 
65,548 
39,222 
38,817 
64,976 
64,676
46.725
46.725
79.652
79.652 
45,497 
45,767
73.721
73.721
57.068
57.068 
42,442 
42,435
42.434
42.434
87.980
87.980
73.484
73.484
53.558
53.558
88.726
88,726
50.635
50.635
31,413
31,488
58,882
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Middlesex County
State
Contributions
Town County
Type of Road or 
Nature of Work
Length con­
tracted for 
(Feet)
Wayland 
Westford
$ 1,500..00 $ 1 ,500.00 ÿ 1,500.00 Maintenance 58,207
3,000.00 3,000.00 3,000.00 Maintenance U S , 234
Westford 3,000.00 3,000.00 3,000.00 Maintenance US ,  234
Weston 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 33,189
Weston 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 33,189
Wilmington 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 54,532
Wilmington 1,000,00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 54,532
Winchester 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 4 6 ,6 3 6
Winchester 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 46,763
Nantucket County
Nantucket 500.00 500.00 - Maintenance 57,770
Nantucket 1,000.00 1,000.00 * Maintenance 8,900
Norfolk County
Avon 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 29,150
Avon 300.00 300.00 300.00 Maintenance 29,150
Bellingham 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 64,721
Bellingham 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 64,721
Braintree 300.00 300.00 300.00 Maintenance 22,166
Braintree 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 29,566
Canton 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 48,485
Canton 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 44,998
Dedham 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 32,383
Dedham 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 35,383
Dover 300.00 300.00 300.00 Maintenance 5,276
Foxborough 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 59,960
Foxborough 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 Maintenance 60,110
Franklin ?,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 '
2,000.00 Maintenance 105,666
Franklin 2,000.00 2,000.00 Maintenance 105,666
Holbrook 500.CO 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 30,597
Holbrook 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 30,618
Medfield 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 36,431
Medfield 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 36,431
Medway 900.00 900.00 900.00 Maintenance 66,896
Medway 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 66,896
Killis 900.00 900.00 900.00 Maintenance 67,731
Millis 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 67,731
Milton 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 26,908
Milton 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 28,910
Needham 700.00 700.00 700.00 Maintenance 42,488
Needham 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 49,095
Norfolk 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 Maintenance 62,528
Norfolk 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 Maintenance 62,528
Norwood 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 39,496
Norwood 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 Maintenance 45,033
Flainville 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 21,470
Plainville 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 23,670
Randolph 700.00 700.00 700.00 Maintenance 39,376
Randolph 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 39,375
Sharon 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 53,591
Sharon 1,500.00 1 ,500.00 1,500.00 Maintenance 58,930
Stoughton 1,000.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 Maintenance 32,582
• #
^unties and Towrie Contributions Type of Road or Length con-
State Town County Nature of TIork tree ted for
Norfolk County tFeetJ
Stoughton ; 1,000.00 $ 1,000.00 & 1,000.00 Maintenance 32,582
Vialp ole 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance ¿¿,075
Walpole 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance ¿¿,057
Wellesley 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance ¿1,3 0 0
Wellesley 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 58,055
Westwood 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance ¿¿,772
'Westwood 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance ¿6,772
Weymouth 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 29,¿05
Weymouth 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance ¿6,812
Wrentham 900.00 900.00 900.00 Maintenance 30,22¿
Wrentham 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 36,397
Plymouth County
Abington 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 6,500
Abington 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 8,580
Bridgewater 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 Maintenance 2¿,800
Bridgewater 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 Maintenance 26,133
Carver 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance /00
Carver 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 8,360
East Bridgewater 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 18,298
Eest Bridgewater 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 Maintenance 20,699
Halifax 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance ¿,¿¿5
Halifax 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 11,500
Hanover 5,000.00 5,000.00 5,000.00 Bridge and approaches -
Hanover 3,000.00 3,000.00 3,000.00 Maintenance 16,6u2
Henson 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 •Maintenance 11,350
Hanson 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 9,287
Hingham 1,500.00 1,500.00 - Maintenance 5,900
Kingston 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 Maintenance 12,700
Kingston 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 Maintenance 9,150
Lakeville 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 7,000
Lakeville 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 6,603
Marion 300.00 300.00 300.00 Maintenance 2,106
Marion 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 11,525
Marshfield 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 Maintenance 9,700
Marshfield 3,000.00 3,000.00 3,000.00 Maintenance 12,500
Mattapoisett 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 3,598
Middleborough 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 Maintenance 12,000
Middleborough 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 Maintenance 3,900
Norwell 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 Maintenance 11,500
Pembroke 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 10,500
Pembroke 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 Maintenance 8,200
Fembroke 200.00 200.00 200.00 Maintenance H O
Plymouth 3,000.00 3,000.00 3,000.00 Maintenance H,625
Plymouth 3,000.00 3,000.00 3,000.00 Maintenance 17,¿00
Plymouth 500.00 500.00 - Painting white lines 53,088
Rochester 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 2,600
Rochester 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance ¿,500
Rockland 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 8, ¿00
Rockland 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 6,120
Scituate ¿00.00 ¿00.00 ¿00.00 Maintenance ¿,970
Wareham 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 Maintenance 7,800
West Bridgewater 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 6,500
"6st Bridgewater 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 5,96/,
55-■ »
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'^unties and ToWITL 
Plymouth County
State
Contributions
town County
Type of Road or 
Nature of Work
Length con­
tracted for 
(Feet)
Whitman $ 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 $ 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0  -j 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 5,103
Whitman 2 ,0 0 0 .0 0 2 ,0 0 0 .0 0 2 ,0 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 5,385
Suffolk County
Winthrop 2 ,0 0 0 .0 0 4 ,0 0 0 .0 0 - Maintenance 29,835
Worcester County
Ashburnham 9 0 0 .0 0 9 0 0 .0 0 9 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 47,630
Ashburnham 9 0 0 .0 0 9 0 0 .0 0 9 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 47,680
Athol 1 , 350.00 1 ,3 5 0 .0 0 1 , 350.00 Maintenance 66,243
Athol 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 Bridge repairs -
Athol 1 , 350.00 1 , 350.00 1 ,3 5 0 .0 0 Maintenance 66 , 248
Auburn 50 0 .0 0 50 C .0 0 50 0 .0 0 Maintenance 23,982
Auburn 50 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 Maintenance 23,982
Barre 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 39,789
Earre 1 ,2 0 0 .0 0 1 ,2 0 0 .0 0 1 ,2 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 39,789
Berlin 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 5 8 ,8 1 0
Berlin 2 0 0 .0 0 2 0 0 .0 0 20 0 .0 0 Bridge maintenance -
Berlin 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 58,807
Blackstone 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 65,925
Blackstone 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 65,925
Boltcn 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 61,598
Bolton 1 ,3 0 0 .0 0 1 ,3 0 0 .0 0 1 ,3 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 61,598
Boylston 2 ,3 0 0 .0 0 2 ,0 0 0 .0 0 2 ,3 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 54,594
Boylston 3 ,5 0 0 .0 0 2 ,0 0 0 .0 0 3 ,5 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 54,594
Brookfield 6 0 0 .0 0 6 0 0 .0 0 6 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 31,385
Brookfield 6 0 0 .0 0 6 0 0 .0 0 60 0 .0 0 Maintenance 31,385
Charlton 1 ,3 0 0 .0 0 1 ,3 0 0 .0 0 1 ,3 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 64,107
Charlton 2 ,1 0 0 .0 0 2 ,1 0 0 .0 0 2 ,1 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 64,537
Charlton 90 0 .0 0 9 0 0 .0 0 90 0 .0 0 Maintenance 3 ,1 0 0
Clinton 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 27,942
Clinton 1 , 300.00 1 , 800.00 1 , 800.00 Maintenance 33,362
Douglas 50 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 50 0 .0 0 Maintenance 47,492
Douglas 1 ,5 0 0 .0 0 1 ,5 0 0 .0 0 1 ,5 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 47,509
Dudley 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 45,993
Dudley 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 Maintenanee 45,998
East Brookfield 60 0 .0 0 60 0 .0 0 60 0 .0 0 Maintenance 39,673
East Brookfield 60 0 .0 0 6 0 0 .0 0 60 0 .0 0 Maintenance 39,673
Grafton 2 ,0 0 0 .0 0 2 ,0 0 0 .0 0 2 ,0 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 33,474
Grafton ~ ,0 0 0 .0 0 2 ,0 0 0 .0 0 2 ,0 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 33,474
Hardwick 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 Maintenance 48,831
Hardwick 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 48,831
Harvard 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 59,043
Harvard 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 59,043
Holden 1 ,4 0 0 .0 0 • 1 ,4 0 0 .0 0 1 ,4 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 5 6 ,0 6 1
Holden 1 ,4 0 0 .0 0 1 ,4 0 0 .0 0 1 ,4 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 56,361
Hubbardston 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 75,670
Hubbardston 1 ,2 0 0 .0 0 1 ,2 0 0 .0 0 1 ,2 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 75,670
Hubbardston 40 0 .0 0 2 0 0 .0 0 40 0 .0 0 Maintenance 5,600
Lancaster, 2 5 0 .0 0 250 .0 0 2 5 0 .0 0 Maintenance 17,940
Lancaster 250 .0 0 250.00 2 5 0 .0 0 Maintenance 17,940
Leicester 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 1 ,0 0 0 .0 0 Maintenance 55,022
| -«rr>
Gbunties rnd Towns
y.'n-rcester County
Leicester 
Lunenburg 
Lunenburg 
”endon 
Mendon 
Milford 
Milford 
Millbury 
Millbury 
Millbury 
Millbury 
Millville 
New Braintree 
New Braintree 
North Brookfield 
North Brookfield 
Northborough 
Northborough 
Northbridge 
Northbridge 
Oakham 
Oakham 
Oxford 
Oxford 
Paxton 
1 Paxton 
Paxton 
Petersham 
Petersham 
Phillipston 
Phillipston 
Princeton 
Princeton 
Princeton 
Royalston 
Royalston 
Rutland 
Rutland 
Rutland 
Shrewsbury 
Shrewsbury 
Southborough 
Southborough 
Southbridge 
Southbridge 
Spencer 
Spencer 
Sterling 
Sterling 
Sturbridge 
Sturbridge 
Sutton 
Sutton
Contributions
State Town County
$ 1 ,000.00 ft 1 ,000.00 $ 1 ,000.00
1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00
1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00
500.00 500.00 500.00
1 ,500.00 1 ,500.00 1 ,500.00
800.00 800.00 800.00
1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00
1 ,300.00 1 ,300.00 1 ,300.00
700.00 700.00 700.00
600.00 600.00 600.00
600.00 600.00 600.00
300.00 - 300.00
1,500.00 1,500.00 1 ,500.00
1 ,500.00 1 ,500.00 1 ,500.00
700.00 700.00 700.00
700.00 700.00 700.00
300.00 300.00 300.00
300.00 300.00 300.00
1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00
2 ,000.00 2 ,000.00 2 ,000.00
1 ,200.00 1 ,200.00 1 ,200.00
1 ,200.00 1 ,200.00 1 ,200.00
600.00 600.00 600.00
600.00 600.00 600.00
900.00 900.00 900.00
500.00 500.00 500.00
1 ,^00.00 1 ,400.00 1 ,400.00
1 ,300.00 1 ,300.00 1 ,300.00
1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00
1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00
1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00
1 ,200.00 1 ,200.00 1 ,200.00
1,700.00 1,700.00 1,700.00
700.00 - 700.00
1 ,300.00 1 ,300.00 1 ,300.00
1 ,300.00 1 ,300.00 1 ,300.00
1 ,500.00 1 ,500.00 1 ,500.00
1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00
2 ,900.00 2,900.00 2 ,900.00
1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00
1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00
500.00 500.00 500.00
500.00 500.00 500.00
1 ,225.0 0 1,062.50 1 ,062.50
900.00 900.00 900.00
1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00
1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00
2 ,000.00 2,000.00 2 ,000.00
2 ,000.00 2 ,000.00 2,000.00
500.00 500.00 500.00
500.00 500.00 500.00
1 ,300.00 1 ,300.00 1 ,300.00
1 ,300.00 1 ,300.00 1 ,300.00
Type of Road or Length con­
Nature of r'ork tracted for 
(Feet)
Maintenance 55,022
Maintenance 57,978
Maintenance 57,978
Maintenance 53,968
Maintenance 55,068
Maintenance 52,489
Maintenance 52,439
Maintenance 32,234
Maintenance 6,631
Maintenance 37,034
Maintenance 5,343
Maintenance 17,901
Maintenance 45,992
Maintenance 53,433
Maintenance 38,271
Maintenance 38,271
Maintenance 20,392
Maintenance 20,392
Maintenance 50,009
Maintenance 50,009
Maintenance 60,233
Maintenance 59,203
Maintenance 39,794
Maintenance 39,794
Maintenance 45,450
Maintenance 1,450
Maintenance 45,900
Maintenance 47,323
Maintenance 47,828
Maintenance 49,737
Maintenance 49,741
Maintenance 109,668
Maintenance 112,193
Maintenance 3,350
Maintenance 61,792
Maintenance 61,792
Maintenance 67,490
Grading 1,350
Maintenance 73,685
Maintenance 34,050
Maintenance 40,546
Maintenance 29,276
Maintenance 29,776
Maintenance a , 041
Maintenance 41,041
Maintenance 51,113
Maintenance 51,H3
Maintenance 107,573
Maintenance 105,573
Maintenance 28,400
Maintenance "'3,330
Maintenance 68,684
Maintenance- 67,789
•^unties end Towns 
Worcester County
State
Contributions
Town County
Type of Road or 
Nature of Work
Templeton I 1,500.00 ■ 4 1 ,500.00 0 1,500.00 Maintenance
Templeton 1,500.00 1 ,500.00 1,500.00 Maintenance
Upton
Upton
Upton
Uxbridge
900.00 900.00 900.00 Maintenance
1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance
900.00 900.00 900.00 Maintenance
1,200.00 1,200.00 1,200.00 Maintenance
Uxbridge 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 Maintenance
Uxbridge 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 Maintenance
Warren 600.00 600.00 600.00 Maintenance
Warren 850.00 850.00 850.00 Bridge repairs
Warren 600.00 600.00 600.00 Maintenance
Warren 600.00 600.00 600.00 Bridge
Webster 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance
Webster 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance
West Boylston 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance
West Boylston 1,000.00 1 ,000. x 1,000.00 Maintenance
West Brookfield 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance
West Brookfield 1 ,500.00 1 ,500.00 1,500.00 . Maintenance
Westborough 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance
Westborough 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance
Westminster 1 ,500.00 1 ,500.00 1 ,500.00 Maintenance
Westminster 1 ,500.00 1 ,500.00 1,500.00 Maintenance
Winchendon 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance
'Winchendon 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance
Length con­
tracted for 
(Feet)
63.470
63.470
35,168
4,225
35,618
69,985
5,690
68 ,665
20,506
20,506
20,017
19,946
30,540
26,549
50.083
50.083
61.990
61.990 
77 , i a  
77 , i a
21.319
21.319
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^ REPATI AND IMPROVEMENT OF PUBLIC WAYS, EXCLUSIVE OF STATE HIGHWAYS,
0  IN CERTAIN TOWNS
(Sections 26 to 29 and 31 of Chapter 81 of the General Laws, as 
appearing in the Tercentenary Edition thereof, as amended in Sec- 
' tion 26 by Chapter 366 of the Acts of 1934 and in ejection 27 bj»
Chapter 224 of the Acts of 1939)
During the year the Department contracted for work to be done in the towns 
named in the following table, which also shows the road mileage in the towns and
the allotments or contributions by the State and towns:
Miles Allotment
Counties and Towns
Barnstable County
Brewster
Dennis
Eastham
Mashpee
Sandwich
Truro
Wellfleet
Berkshire County
Alford
Becket
Cheshire
Clarksburg
Egremont
Florida
Hancock
Hinsdele
Lane sborough
Monterey
Mount "Jashington 
New Ashford 
New Marlborough 
Otis 
Peru
Richmond
Sandisfield
Savoy
Sheffield
Tyringham
Yiashington
Nest Stockbridge
Windsor
Bristol County
Berkley
Dighton
Freetown
Norton
Raynham
Rehoboth
Swansea
Road State Town
40 $ 5,000.00 $ 4,167.00
80 1 0 ,000.00 8,333.00
43 5,375.00 2,683.00
26 3,250.00 2,167.00
67 8,375.00 5,583.00
30 3,750.00 3,125.00
38 4,750.00 3,953.00
18 2,^50.00 600.00
60 7,500.00 2,000.00
43 5,375.00 2,687.00
14 1,750.00 1,750.00
34 4,250.00 2 ,12 5 .0 0
44 5,500.00 2,750.00
29 3,625.00 967.00
36 4 ,500.00 2 ,250.00
43 5,375.00 2,687.00
51 6,375.00 1,700.00
20 2,500.00 417.00
1 1 1,375.00 229.00
87 10,375.00 2 ,900.00
42 5,250.00 1 ,400.00
37 4,625.00 463.90
34 4,750.00 2 ,12 5 .0 0
34 1 0 ,500.00 1 ,050.00
57 7,125.00 713.00
79 9,375.00 3,292.00
25 3,125.00 1 ,042.00
52 6 ,500.00 650.00
34 4,250.00 2,333.00
65 8 ,12 5 .0 0 813.0 0
42 5,250.00 2,625.00
46 5,750.00 5,750.00
47 5,375.00 2,933.00
57 7,125.00 4,750.00
45 5,675.00 3,750.00
110 13,750.00 6,375.00
64 8,000.00 8,000.00
iv ». ki 1.
m
Counties and Towns
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Miles 
of Road
Allotment
State Town
Dukes County
Chilraark 
’.Vest Tisbury
Essex County
Boxford
Essex
Georgetown 
Groveland 
Merrimac 
Middleton 
Newbury 
Rowley 
Topsfield 
’Vest Newbury
Franklin County
Ashfield
Bernardston
Bucklrnd
Charlemont
Colrain
Conway
Deerfield
Gill
Hawley
Heath
Leverett
Leyden
Monroe
New Salem
Northfield
Orange
Rowe
Shelburne
Shutesbury
Sunderland
Warwick
Wendell
Whately
u  $ 1,750.00 $ 1,458.00
14 1,750.00 1,458.00
55
22
35
29 
32
30 
42 
32 
39 
39
6.875.00
2.750.00
4.375.00
3.625.00
4 , 0 0 0 .0 0
3.750.00
5.250.00
4 ,0 0 0 .0 0
4.875.00
4.875.00
2 ,292.00
2.750.00
3.646.00
3.0 2 1 .0 0  
4 , 000 .0 0
3.750.00
4.375.00
3.333.00
4.875.00
3.250.00
80
40
46
47 
85 
71 
75 
34 
49 
54
34
39 
18 
37 
65 
78
40 
49
35 
34 
56
48 
40
10,000.00
5,000.00
5.750.00
5.875.00
1 0 , 6 2 5 .0 0
8.875.00
9.375.00
4.250.00
6 .1 2 5 .0 0
6.750.00
4.250.00
4.375.00
2.250.00
4.625.00
8.125.00
9.750.00
5,000.00
6.125.00
4.375.00
4.250.00
7.000. 00
6. 000.  00 
5 , 0 0 0 .0 0
2.667.00
2 .500.00  
■5,750.00 
1,958.00
3.542.00
2.367.00
7.313.00
2.12 5 .0 0
613.00
675.00
1.133.00
488.00
1.875.00
463.00
4.063.00
9.750.00
1.333.00
6.125.00
729.00
2.833.00 
700.00 
600.00
2.500.00
Hampden County
Blandford
Brimfield
Chester
Granville
Hampden
Holland
Mon3on
Montgomery
Southwick
Tolland
Wale s
’■Jilbraham
74
6368
73
34
32
104
28
50
40
24
45
9.250.00
7.375.00
8 .5 0 0 .0 0  
9 ,1 2 5 .0 0
4.250.00
4 ,000.00
13,000 .00
3.500.00
6 . 250.00 5,000.00 
3,000.00 
5 , 625.00
1.542.00
2.100.00
2.833.00
4.563.00
2.1 2 5 .0 0
4 0 0 .0 0
6,500.00
583.00
4.167.00
833.00 
* 800.00
5.625.00
I  f l  I / » 111 ' . t i f i t i
Counties anu Towns
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Miles Allotment
of Road State Town
Hampshire County
Belchertown
Chesterfield
Cummington
Goshen
Granby
Hadley
Hatfield
Huntington
Middlefield
Pelham
Plainfield
Southampton
Westhampton
Williamsburg
Worthington
Middlesex County
Acton
Ashby
Ashland
Bedford
Boxborough
Burlington
Carlisle
Dracut
Dunstable
Groton
Holliston
Hopkinton
Littleton
North Reading
Pepperell
Sherborn
Shirley
Stow
Sudbury
Tewksbury
Townsend
Tyng3borough
Westford
Norfolk County
Bellingham
Medfield
Medway
Mlllis
Norfolk
Piainville
Plymouth County
Carver
Halifax
Hanson
103 $12,875.00 $ 3,433.00
59 7,375.00 1,229.00
49 6,12 5 .0 0 1,021.00
29 3,625.00 967.00
49 6,125.00 2,042.00
58 7,250.00 6 ,042.00
47 5,875.00 5,375.00
38 4,750.00 2,375.00
a 5,125.00 513.00
20 2,500.00 1,667.00
43 6,000.00 600.00
56 7,000.00 2,333.00
46 5,750.00 575.00
42 5,250.00 2,625.00
68 8,500.00 1,417.00
57 7,125.00 7,125.00
58 7,250.00 2,417.00
40 5,000.00 5,000.00
40 5,000.00 5,000.00
23 2,375.00 767.00
40 5,000.00 5,000.00
a 5,125.00 2,563.00
70 8,750.00 8,750.00
37 4,625.00 771.00
73 9,125.00 9,125.00
51 6,375.00 6,375.00
67 8,375.00 6,979.00
41 5,125.00 5,125.00
37 4,625.00 4,625.00
69 8,625.00 5,750.00
43 5,375.00 5,375.00
45 5,625.00 4,683.00
41 5,125.00 2,563.00
62 7,750.00 7,750.00
65 8,125.00 3,125.00
71 8,875.00 4,438.00
40 5,000.00 3,333.00
81 10,125.00 8,438.00
49 6,125.00 5,104.00
41 5,125.00 5,125.00
45 5,625.00 5,625.00
4? 5,?50.00 5,250.00
41 5,125.00 3,417.00
32 4,000.00 3,333.00
65 3,125.00 5,417.00
35 4,375.00 2,917.00
37 4,625.00 4,625.00
Allotment¿ry^  ¡.liles
Counties ■ rSPTowns of Road State Town
Plymouth County
Lakeville -'rj 6 5,375.00 ■ 3,583.00
Norwell 47 5,875.00 4,396.00
Pembroke m 6,000.00 6,000.00
Plympton 31 3,875.00 1,93-3.00
Rochester 51 6,375.00 3,133.00
1'orcester County
A shburnhan 77 • 9,625.00 4,813.00
3srre r,c>>0 12,250.00 6,125.00
Berlin t C\ i+J 5,000.00 2,500.00
Bolton 6,500.00 2,167.00
Boylston a 5,125.00 2,563.00
Brookfield 35 4,375.00 ",917.00
Chrrlton 110 13,750.00 4,533.00
Bougies 71 8,375.00 / /03 on
Dudley 64 8,000.00 8,C00.00
Last Brookfield 19 2,375.00 1,979.00
Grafton 70 3,750.00 8,750.00
Hardwick 84 10,500.00 5,250.00
Harvard 7,000.00 4,667.00
Holden 10 9,750.00 8,125.0 0
Hubbardston 79 9,375.00 1,646.00
Lancas ter r 6,500.00 5,417.00
Leicester 63 8,500.00 7,083.00
Lunenburg 71 8,375.00 4,433.00
Mendon 36 4,500.00 3,000.00
Millville 17 2,1^5.00 125.00
New Braintree 51 6,375.00 1,063.00
North Brookfield 68 8,500.00 5,667.00
Northborough 48 6,000.00 5,000.00
Oakham 46 5,750.00 953.00
Oxford 65 8,125.00 6,771.00
Paxton 28. 3,500.00 2,333.00
Petersham 66 3,250.00 -,750.00
Phillioston 44 5,500.00 550.00
Princeton 74 9,250.00 2,467.00
Royalston 73 9,125.00 1,5^1.00
Rutland 70 3,750.00 ~,917.00
Sou thborough 46 5,750.00 5,750.00
Spencer 100 12,500.00 10,417.00
Sterling 72 9,000.00 4,500.00
Sturbridge 71 8,375.00 4,438.00
Sutton 86 10,750.00 ' 5,375.00
Templeton 63 7,575.00 6,563.00
Upton 59 7,375.00 3,683.00
Warren 69 3,6-5.00 5,750.00
..est Boylston 37 4,625.00 4,625.00
West Brookfield 52 6,500.00 3,250.00
’.estborough 63 7,375.00 7,875.00
Westminster SO 10,000.00 5,000.00
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OEKERAL ' JCMESANCE
Shortages of materials such as asphalt and tar and further 
impairment of personnel due to ti e increasing war effort mad© it 
more difficult to conduct the normal maintenance activities• in 
spite of these difficulties the State highways were kept in a 
fairly satisfactory condition throu$a proper planning and use of 
materials.
Repairs to road surfaces, maintenance of shoulders and slopes, 
cleaning ditches and drainage structures and miscellaneous work 
within the right of way including repairing fences and guard rails, 
mowing grassed areas and clearing roadsides were carried on during 
the year•
The Department garage at D Street was taken over by the united 
States Army during this period and the facilities at tne garage were 
moved to the Commonwealth Armory» The ¿irmy paid part of the cost of 
moving*
SHOW REMOVAL
The snow removal program was continued under Section 19, Chap­
ter 81 of the General Laws as amended lay Chapter 187 of the Acts of 
1933 governing the removal of snow and ice on State hi^aways, and 
under Section'll, Chapter 84 of the Genar&l Laws governing State 
cooperation on the plowing of certain town highways•
The program included, a total of 2299*5 miles, of which 1847*3 
miles were State highways and 452*0 miles were town roads plowed on 
a cooperative basis*
Considerable difficulty was again encountered in obtaining 
labor and hired equipment and also replacement parts for State-owned 
equipment because of war conditions*
CHAPTER 81 ROADS
Under Chapter 81, Sections 26-29 of the General Laws, as 
amended by Chapter 366, Acts of 1934, and Chapters 68 and 158 of 
the Acta of 1943, 180 towns with a total of 9159 miles of public 
ways were eligible for benefits during the calendar year ending 
December 31, 1943 ami ¿1,144,875.00 was appropriated under this 
program.
For the calendar year ending December 31, 1944 there were 
180 towns eligible with 9142 miles of public ways, the appropri­
ation amounting to 1,143,750.00«
63-
ROADS IDS DEVELOPMENT
I oadsldo development work was very light during the fiscal 
year beginning July 1, 1943,
A few trees and shrubs were planted to replace those damaged 
during the winter and shade trees were planted along the Lynn 
Karsh Road, Route 107, in Revere and Saugus* Several small areas 
were reseeded but no new seeding was undertaken*
All of our shade trees were sprayed with an arsenate of lead 
mixture during the spring to prevent moth damage*
A number of requests for permission to remove State-owned 
trees were Investigated but these were below the normal number due 
to the wartime curtailment of construction.
DEFENCE ACCESS ROAD PROJECTS
The following defence access road projects were completed
during the past year.
TOWN
PROJECT
NO.
TYPE OF 
WORK MILES
Falmouth-Sandwich DAWR-21B(1) Surface 0*5
Treatment
F&shpee DAVÜR-23A ( 1 ) Surface
Treatment
3*5
Bourne-Sandwich DAV/R-17 Recons truction 3*5
T O
The above work was performed with the Department’s labor, 
equipment sad materials and all expenditures are reimbursable by 
the Federal Government which requested that this work be under­
taken*
CONTRACT MAINTENANCE PROJECT'S
The following is a list of the larger contract maintenance 
projects completed during this periods
Slades Ferry and Rrightman St. Drawbridges, Fall Fiver-Somersat -
Under-water inspect loss of abutments, piers and fender systems.
Hew Bedford Drawbridge - Cleaning and painting entire bridge.
Brightman Street Drawbridge - Construction of new fender system.
64-
BRIDQE MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION
Considerable bridge maintenance repair work as well as bridge 
painting was done by regular maintenance forces during the fiscal 
year beginning July 1, 1945,
tOae following is a list of drawbridges maintained, by the De­
partment :
Draw Bridge over Merrimac River between Howburyport and Salisbury:
This bridge was placed in charge of the Massachusetts High­
way Commission and made a State highway by the provisions of 
Chapter 716, Acts of 1912, which also provided that the expense 
of keeping the bridge in good repair for travel, of operating 
the draw, and of maintaining the structure shall be paid by the 
Commonwealth•
The number of draw openings for this period was 65,
Draw Bridge over Weymouth Pore River between Quincy and Weymouth:
The jurisdiction of the Department of Public Works over 
this bridge was provided for by Chapter 548, Acts of 1955»
This drawbridge was constructed by the Department in the 
years 1935 and 1936 and was officially put into service on 
May 23, 1936*
Th8 Act provides that the cost of all operation and main­
tenance of the bridge shall be paid by the Commonwealth.
The number of draw openings for this period was 498.
Draw Fridge over Acushnet River in New Bedford:
The bridge was placed in charge of the Department of Public 
orks and made a State highway by the provisions of Chapter 406, 
Acts of 1930, which also provided that the expense of keeping 
the bridge in good repair for travel, operating the draw, and 
of maintaining the structure shall be paid by the Commonwealth*
The number of draw openings for this period was 1063,
arightman Street Draw Fridge over Taunton River between Pall River 
and Somerset:
This bridge was placed in charge of the laass&chusetts High­
way Commission and made a State highway by the provisions of 
Chapter 717, Acts of 1912, which also provided that the expense 
of keeping the bridge in good repair for travel and fdr operating 
the draw and maintaining the structure, shall be paid by the 
Commonwealth•
The number of draw openings for this period was 1064.
Slades Ferry Draw Bridge over Taunton River between Fall River and 
somerset:
Under Chapter 367, Acts of 1934, the Department was di­
rected to repair this bridge after which, the Department was 
to have control of the bridge and assess the city of Fall 
River and the towns of Somerset and Swansea, for the cost of 
maintenance. The bridge was repaired, a new span built and 
officially opened for travel in December, 1938.
The number of draw openings for this period was 1543.
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STATE REGULATION OP ADVERTISING SIGNS AND DEVICES . 
(Chapter 93, Sections 29-33, General Laws, as amended)
The regulation of advertising signs as provided for by the 
General Laws as cited above relates to certain advertising signs or 
devices on private property within public view, with certain statutory 
exceptions. For the fisc a l year ending June 30, 1944, the Outdoor Ad­
vertising Division was self-sustaining, in compliance with the original 
intent of the Legislature that there be no expense to the Commonwealth 
for this service. The Division's revenue is obtained from a uniform 
rate of fees for licenses and permits issued during the year to ad­
vertising companies and individuals. These permits expire on June 30 
of each year. The number of renewal permits for signs for the year 
ended was 6,116«
Licenses were granted to twenty (20) individuals and others to 
engage in the business of advertising in the Commonwealth by the use of 
outdoor signs.
One hundred and twenty-four applications were received for permits 
for the erection of advertising signs. Ninety-two permits were granted 
for the year to regular advertising companies. In addition, twenty- 
eight individual advertisers were given permits on single applications. 
There -were also seven temporary applications for permits granted. The 
greater part of these individual applications were obtained at the in­
formation desk maintained in the office of this Division for the pur­
pose of education and explaining the various provisions of the law«
Many requests were received during the past year from various 
other States relative to our law, which is considered a model through­
out the country. In addition, many city, town and civic groups have 
received from this Division information relative to local advertising 
sign problems.
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
Total receipts year ending June 30, 1944 $24,005*76
Total expenditures year ending June 30, 1944 19,316.24
REMOVAL OF ->IGNS
The "Sign Patrol" consisting of one small truck completely 
equipped for the -work has removed from within the highways and from 
private property 18,000 signs during the year in addition to 600 re­
moved by other agents of the Department, under authority of section 30A, 
Chapter 93, General Laws.
/
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REGISTRY OF I.IOTOR VEHICLES
1 9 a j,
Two outstanding changes which occurred during the year 
1943 should be noted:
I. As a result of the channeling of essential materials 
primarily for war use the War Production Board, in 1942, refused 
to allocate to the Department of Correction sufficient steel for 
the manufacture of 1943 registration plates. It was necessery 
for identification purposes to continue in use through 1943 the 
plates issued for the year 1942. This validation was accomplished 
by means of a series of financial transaction numbers which were 
assigned in sequence to registration applications. A sticker to 
be affixed to the windshield, bearing the particular financial 
transaction number assigned to each registration application, was 
issued along with the certificate of registration. The use of 
this windshield sticker was evidence that the 1942 registration 
plates were in valid use for the year 1943.
II. The State fiscal year was altered so as to make its 
termination coincide with the termination of the Federal fiscal 
year. As a result of this change, the fiscal period ending in 
I92.3 was of seven months’ duration only, running from December 1, 
1942, through June 30, 1943. The fiscal receipts for the Highway 
Fund consequently are not comparable to the fiscal receipts for 
the year 1 9 4 2.
The decline in the volume of transactions both as regards 
registrations and licenses to opei’ate which was noted in 1942 
continued through 1943 but on a more gradual basis. Smaller 
decreases in all comparable totals were noted during the year.
Four more Executive Orders issued by His Excellency the 
Governor, during the year 1 9 4 3, affected the operation of the 
Registry of Motor Vehicles, namely, $4 8, $52, $55, arid 4 5 6. Of 
these $55 only became inoperative on November 1, through the 
issuance of Executive Order $03.
& L S  Authorized "ride-sharing automobile" operation.
$52 Blackout Regulations, including operation of 
motor vehicles under same.
$55 Dimout Regulations, including operation of motor 
vehicles under same.
i f 56 Exempted "test cars" from certain restrictions 
governing (jperation of motor vehicles.
$63 Rendered inoperative S.O. $55, with the exception 
, of paragraph 23.
#
0 8
*3
A few of the outstanding figures for the year as 
compared with those of the previous year are as follows:
Certificates of registration issued
Compulsory insurance cancellation notices received
Licenses to operate issued
Examinations of applicants for licenses
Licenses and registrations revoked and suspended
Licenses revoked for driving under influence of liquor
1942 1943
992,598 902,123
51,104 2 8 ,5 8 8
1 ,2 6 1 ,8 4 0 1,217,924
57,533 49,950
47,435 32,946
5,003 3,253
«
r e g i s t r a t i o n s  o f  p a s s e n g e r  c a r s ,  c o m m e r c i a l  v e h i c l e s  a n d  m o t o r c y c l e s
The following registration figures show a 9.6$ decrease in 
passenger vehicles, a 5.1$ decrease in commercial vehicles, and a 16.6$ 
decrease in motorcycles for the year 1943 as compared with the previous
year«
1904 1914 1924 1934 1942 1943
Passenger cars 
Commercial vehicles 
Motorcycles
3,772
489
77,246
8,161
580,489
91,826
10,778
831,853
112,260
1,375
876,402
114,086
2,110
792,054
108,300
1,769
4,261 85,407 683,093 945,488 992,598 902,123
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EXAMINATIONS FOR LICENSES
The appointment system of examining new operators 
was continued during the year 1943* The following figures show 
that there was a decrease in the number of persons examined at 
the fifty-one examining points in the State.
1942 1943
Operators passed 53,704 47,439
Operators unfit 3,461 2,233
Restriction removal, passed 39 43
Restriction removal, unfit 1 3
"Competency" passed 319 228
"Competency* unfit 9 4
Total Examinations 57,533 49,950
nBRANCH OFFICES
No new branch offices of the Registry were established.
The following figures give an approximate idea of the distribution of 
the volume of applications presented by the public at Boston as well as at the branch offices.
APPROXIMATE DISTRIBUTION OF REGISTRATIONS. LICENSES. ETC.
Regis- Firsttrations Licenses
Boston:
Counter 162,888 mmmm
Mail 199,831 —
Examinations — — 8,759
Brockton 35,383 2,044Fall River 28,255 3,450Fitchburg 30,547 1,562
Framingham 25,994 2,222
Greenfield 12,811 779
Haverhill 14,606 1,277
Holyoke 13,347 1,152
Hyannis 10,917 1,287
Lawrence 20,076 1,940
Lowell 20,290 1,900
Lynn 38,673 3,231
Malden 29,077 2,821
New Bedford 26,065 2,048
Northampton 2 2 ,2 2 3 769
Oak Bluffs 2,442 150
Pittsfield 24,673 1,712
Quincy 32,033 3,711
Springfield
Waltham
53,169 5,196
23,855 2 ,5 8 5
Worcester W.978 ? i.Sfo.
878,133 (1) 52,155
License Miscel­Renewals laneous Totals
125,622 40,204 328,714520^748 il',490 732,069— — 497 9,256
35,978 6,877 80,28229,627 5,331 66,66320,398 3,521 56,028
18,917 3,543 50,676
13,167 1,908 28,665
13,729 1,615 31,22717,490 2,538 34,527
6,924 1,438 20,566
28,543 2,115 52,67424,556 3,415 50,16147,308 6,984 96,196
28,554 3,556 64,008
29,084 3,230 60,427
12,427 1,554 36,973566 255 3,413
24,424 2,605 53,414
43,514 7,337 86,59564,136 10,169 132,670
27,763 4,820 59,02359,868 10,186 124.592
1,193,343 135,188(2) 2258,819
(1) Does not include reissues - See Miscellaneous(2) This figure includes approximately 73,276 number plate reissues.
COMPULSORY MOTOR VEHICLE LIABILITY INSURANCE
The following figures show the volume of papers received arid notices 
tailed in connection with the carrying out of the law regarding compulsory 
notor vehicle liability insurance.
Causes for Cancellation of Policies: 1942 1943
For non-payment of premiums 
For other reasons 40,94010,164
23,498
5,090
Total 51,104 2 8 ,5 8 8
Origin of requests for Cancellation of Policies:
»
Insurance companies 
Finance companies 35,25115,853
2 2 , 1 1 0
6,478
Total 51,104 2 8 ,5 8 8
Disposition of applications for cancellation:
Replacement certificates, adjusting cancellations 
' Reinstatements, adjusting cancellations
Sets, of plates returned before effective date of 
cancellation 
Revocations
2,473
30,975
5,913
11,743
1,770
17,225
2,742
6,851
Total 51,104 2 8 ,5 8 8
Return of Plates:
Returned promptly after revocation By Police 
Not returned
5,097
3,875
2,771
2,382
1,875
2,594
11,743 6,851Total
PiiÛPEHÏY DAMAGE
Under the provisions of Section 22A of Chapter 90, General Laws, the 
Registrar may, upon receipt of evidence satisfactory to him, suspend the 
license of any operator who has failed to satisfy a judgment rendered against 
Him after sixty days in any case in which such operator is t,he defendant in 
inaction brought to recover damages for injuries to property arising out of 
tne use, operation or maintenance on the ways of the Commonwealth of a motor 
fehicle or trailer.
The following figures indicate the number of cases in which successful 
laintiffs availed themselves of the additional facilities provided in the 
.aw for recovering damages and the action taken thereon:
1942 1943
s received *
v -f
486 204received, no> action being necessary ' 169 88or right to operate suspended 317 1 1 6or right to ope rate reinstated after su spension 225 150
EXCISE TnX
Suspensions
Plates Returned and Transfers of Ownership, 
no action necessary 
Notices of payment received
Total notices of non-payment received
1942 1943
1,839 1,391
6 , 5 0 1 2,441
16,279 10,255
24,619 13,987
74
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Inspection of motor Vehicle Equipment 
Lack of sufficient personnel and other results of the war added 
to the usual difficulties in complying with compulsory inspection require- 
merits. Nevertheless, inspections were held during April and October.
During April, 660,000 vehicles were submitted for inspection and $96,250 
during October, indicating that war restrictions had begun to effect motor 
vehicle traffic. Enforcements drives following inspection periods showed
m
that more than the usuaL number of motorists failed to comply with regula­
tions within the time limit. These totalled j.217 during April and 5144 
during October, which is .$ of one percent, and .9 of one percent re­
spectively. Action taken was as follows:
Registrations susp., (April 173, October 336) - $11
Filed, no action (April 167, October 51$) - 632
Prosecutions (April 2877, October 4291) - 7166
For failing to properly conduct inspections the approval 
of 18 official stations were cancelled or suspended dur­
ing April and three during October.
SCHOOL BUS INSPECTIONS
School buses, were inspected five times during the school year, 
an average of 979 being reported for each inspection. This inspection 
program, first inaugurated by law in 1932 proceeded satisfactorily, with 
the usual complete co-operation of school superintendants and bus operators.
QSNSRAL EQDIPLiENT ENFORCEMENT
During the year, inspectors issued tags to the operators of 
46,070 vehicles, because of defective lights, brakes and other equipment.
State and local police tagged 7289 additional. Registry inspectors re­
ported 1965 defective vehicles for action by the Registrar, and 1540 drivers 
because of improper operating. As a result of this enforcement 1199 régis-
_ 7 5.
tration plates were revoked or suspended for the following defects
Defective brakes 170 
Defective lights 168 <
hisc. defects 861
In addition to those required to return tags showing that defects 
had been corrected, 2965 owners were mailed notices requiring them to sub­
mit their vehicles for test to prove that they had been put in safe,con­
dition to be operated on the highways.
APPROVAL OF KEY EQUIPMENT
For the first time in the history of the department, no new 
equipment was submitted for approval.
v
I - MOTOR VÆICLE DlÜATa'3, INJURIES. ACCIDENTS
Decreases from 1942 in each of these classifications 
were recorded during 1943 as follows:
Persons killed decreased by ?6 or 11.0r:'o
Persons injured decreased by 9>060 or 27«5',1
Personal Injury Accidents decreased by 5*944 or 27.1$
A comparative table of classified deaths, injuries, and 
accidents during 1 942 and 1943 follows:
Motor Vehicle Accidents to Persons
Pedestrians by autos 
Pedestrians by motorcycles 
Pedestrians near street cars 
Occupants of autos
Occupants of autos at R.R. crossings 
Occupants of motorcycles 
Bicycle Riders
Occupants horse-drawn vehicles 
Coasters on sleds 
Coasters on wheels
Totals
Boys
Girls
Totals
Types of Accidents
Collision with pedestrian 
Collision with automobile 
Collision with horse-drawn vehicle 
Collision with railroad train 
Collision with street car 
Collision with fixed object 
Collision with bicycle 
Non-collision (overturn)
Collision with motorcycle 
Collision with sled 
Collision with animal 
Collision with coaster on wheels
Totals
In the daytime 
After dark
Persons Killed Persons Injured
1942 1943 1942 1943
279 263 7,416 6 , 1 3 0
1 2 0 4
0 0 7 0IBB 1 5 2 24,287 1 6 , 8 2 2B 8 44 59
10 6 132 74
10 14 802 550
1 1 44 53B 6 177 166
0 ___ Ik ___ hi
50B 452 32,963 23,903
Children Killed Children Injured
44 65 3,180 2,772
21 18 -U7.35
65 83 4,915 4,217
7,343 6 , 1 3 2
11,605 7,571
39 32
27 33
244 285
1,244 873776 533299 24 8
135 79
170 163
8 8
57 45
21,947 1 6 ,0 0 2
12,874 9,916
9,073 6,086
21,947 1 6 ,0 0 2Totals
ACCIDENT REPORT LETTERS
As provided in Section 26, Chapter 90, General Laws, every 
operator of a motor vehicle in any manner involved in an accident 
in which any person is killed or injured is required to report in 
writing to the Registrar* The number of such accident reports re­
ceived from operators in 1943 was 18,727 as compared with 27,526 
received in 1942.
Under the requirements of Section 29, Chapter 90, General 
Laws, 7,344 similar reports of accidents were received from police 
throughout the State in 1943 as against 10,272 received in 1942.
In addition to and in connection with this reporting of 
accidents by operators 3,416 letters and complaints reporting faulty 
operation were received in 1943»
INVESTIGATIONS AM) PROSECUTIONS BY INSPECTORS
Investigations were made under the direction of the Chief 
Inspector relative to fatal and non-fatal accidents, violations 
of the laws eonoerning brakes and headlights, inspection of 
garages, miscellaneous complaints, and the prosecution of motor­
ists in court. The tabulation below shows the wide range of 
these activities of the inspectors.
CLASSIFICATION OF REPORTS
Accidents - fatal 
Accidents - non-fatal 
General Reputation 
Miscellaneous
Totals
Complaints filed 
Garages inspected 
Headlights,brakes, eto.
1943
510 4781,062 771
2,531 2,2298.685 5.162
12,788 8,640
15,978 14,342
60,965 62,82910,734 7,834
1,912 2,481$17,922 $20,579
Proseoutions 
Amount of fines
********
<7>S
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REVOCATIONS AND SUSPENSIONS
1942 1943
Licenses suspended. 16,000 12,196
Licenses revoked 4,047 2,764
Rights suspended 5,034 3,567
Certificates suspended 2,383 1,947
Certificates revoked 142 92
Certificates and licenses suspended - 60 27
Certificates and licenses revoked 282 171
Certificates revoked and rights suspended 27 18
Rights in Massachusetts suspended 226 79
Totals 28,201 20,861
Resulting from investigations 8,881 5,839
Resulting from court convictions 11,086 9,076
Resulting from police complaints 4,657 3,354
Resulting from State Police complaints 3,577 2,592
Totals 28,201 20,861
CHARACTER OF OFFENSES
1942 1943
Reckless and endangering life 1,403 865
Liquor convictions 3,590 2,448
Going away after accidents 480 365
Operating without authority 434 384
Rac ing 2 0
Improper persons 4,040 3,101
Improper person, liquor 1,413 805
Improper operating 3,375 2,053
Speed 10,284 8,539
Three overspeeds 1 1
Insurance convictions 413 336
Improper equipment, brakes 251 170
Improper equipment, lights 180 168
Improper equipment, tires 58 94
Improper equipment, miscellaneous 795 767
Fatal accidents 395 317
Property damage 331 122
Other offenses 756 326
Totals 28,201 20,861
Registrations revoked on liquor convictions 1,061 694
SUSPENSIONS AND REVOCATIONS RESULTING PROM:
Non-payment of Excise Taxes 
Parking Violations 
Insurance Cancellations
1,839
4,591
11.743
1,336
3,194
6.861
Totals 18,173 11,391
Total number of suspensions and. revocations 47,435 32,946
Court recommendations adoptedj-
Reckless and endangering 
Going away "after accidents
47
_9
31
_4
Totals 56 35
Persons whose licenses were suspended or
revoked and who were required to pass 
examination 3,231 2,882
ANALYSIS OP COURT ABSTRACTS RECEIVED
1942 1945
Number of courts forwarding abstracts 95 95
Total abstracts received 52,334 39,255
Abstracts recording convictions 33,277 28,039
Offences
(Analysis of convictions, not including appeals)
Overspeeding ............      11,567 6,920
Reckless .....................................     3 5
Operating under influence of liquor .................. 3,564 2,320
Using auto without authority .......................   593 556
Endangering lives ...........................    2,280 1,381
Not stopping after causing injury .................   1,038 562
No license ............................     2,026 1,659
No registration certificate ..........................   460 550
Unregistered vehicle ..................    371 406
Improper display or no reg. n o .........................  149 160
Refusing to stop on signal .............................  135 161
Hot signalling ...........................................   0 0
Operating within 8 ft. of Street Car ................  38 20
Viol. Met. Park Rules ..................................  91 92
Operating after suspension or rev­
ocation of license ......................................  499 418
Larceny ..................................................  83 97
Manslaughter ...............................    1 3
Miscellaneous ...........   4,847 7,602
Lenses not approved ....................................   0 6
Racing ..........................................    3 0
Operating after reg. cert, revoked ...................  8 7
Violation of spot-light law .....................    0 0
Passing red light ........................................  350 205
Improper lights ...........................................  88 508
Brakes not as required by law ........................  68 58
Violation of Insurance Lav/ .............................  357 368
Not slowing down approaching pedestrian ............. 20 20
Not slowing down at intersecting way ................  4,211 3,663
Violation of Law of Road ...............................  338 388
Perjury- Making false statements on lie. 
application, fslsely impersonating or
conspiring to obtain a license ....................... 7 7
Loaning license to another .................   7 2
Allowing intoxicated person to operate ..............  12 4
No windshield c l e a n e r ...................................  2 2
Allowing improper person to operate ................  4 9 7 9
Attempted larceny .......................................  1 2  10
TOTALS
¿ 3 , 2 W 28,039
USED CAR SECTION 
(Motor Vehicle Identification)
The following is a resume of the work accomplished by the Used Car 
Section which indexes, under engine numbers, all motor vehicles registered 
and reported stolen, and checks reports of sales of used cars against the 
stolen-vehicle records. Dealers* and repairmen*s plates and registration 
certificates are issued by this seotion.
The work of the section is summarized in the following tables
Dealers 1942 1943
Total number filing reports at this office 1*793 1*650
Reports
Approximate number of notioes of intended sales
received daily 370 375
Approximate number of dealers’ reports received
daily 815 511
Motor Vehicles Stolen
Number stolen in Boston 2,795 2.695
Number stolen in Massachusetts (including Boston) 5*777 5*858
Number reported stolen from various sources throughout 
the country, including Massachusetts 15,009 15*756
Number of motor vehicles recovered through information 
furnished by this office 223 235
Engine and Serial Numbers
Engine numbers assigned to oars 3 7
Certificates issued authorizing the replacement of
original engine or serial numbers 247 268
Notices of ohange of engines received and records
amended 1,640 1,705
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ANALYSIS OF RECEIPTS
The fees received for the year 1943» together with the number of 
certificates of registration issued in each classification and the number 
of licenses granted, etc., are shown in the following table
Certificates of Registration
Passenger cars (including taxicabs)
Commercial cars
Buses
Trailers
Motor Cycles " ,,-
Manufacturers or Dealers (including repairers) 
Manufacturers or Dealers additional cars(including repairers)
737,792
108,300
4,262
16,331
1,769
2,013
9,937
Licenses to operate
Original licenses 
Renewal licenses 
Examinations 
Re-examinations
53,0341, 164,890
44,386
7,033
Total examinations 51,419
$ 2,532,315.07 1,571,961.28 
132,824.60 
20,132.25 
2,483.25 6,039.00 
29, 803.00
1 0 6 , 0 6 8 . 0 0
2,329,532.00
95,805.00
Copies of certificates and licenses furnished 28,762 
Duplicate number plates furnished 16,575 
Miscellaneous receipts, process fees, etc.
28.759.50
16.574.50
14.592.51
Total amount of fees $ 6 , 8 8 6 , 8 8 9 .9 6
Motor Vehicle fees rebated (deducted) 70,489.59
Net fees 4- 6,816,400.37
REGISTRY OF MOTOR VEHICLES
Fiscal Year Expenditures 
1944
PERSONAL SERVICES 
GENERAL EXPENSES 
PUBLICITY FOR SAFETY
Total
$1,151,311.43
230,218.27
________ 410.42
§1,381,940.12
FISCAL YEAR RECEIPTS TO HIGHWAY FUND §6,882,506.04
25
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■ANALYSIS OF EXPENDITURES UNDER "EXPENSES" APPROPRIATION - FISCAL YEAR 1944
Code No.
198 Labor, Janitor Service..................................$ 1 6 4 2 . 1 9
199 -Charges by D P V/ for R. M. V. State Cars...............  2 )0 4 4 .9 8
202 Postage...................................................  58,455.30
203 Printing & Paper for Printing..........................  8,835.43
205 Sundry Office Supplies................................... 5 692.2 3
20 5A Stationery............ ...................................  6 )0 8 5 .0 6
206 Telephone & Telegraph....................................  21, $17.86
207 Surety Bonds............................................... *651.75
209 Sundry Reports etc........................................ 12.00
210 Furniture and Files......................................  232.32
211 Office Machine Repairs...................................  712.13
212 Books, Maps, Subscriptions...............................  313.50
213 Membership Dues..........................................  147.00
214 Mileage...................................................  55,904.36
215 Railroad Fares....... ........................ .......... . 660.55
216 Bus, Taxi and Electric fares............................  760.22
217 Hotel..................    8 4 1 . 5 5
1218 Meals......................................................  4,989.15
221 Photostat Prints....................................   124.77
223 Equipment Rentals........................................  1,203.00
224 Repairs to Equipment...........................   516.17
1229 Other Equipment............................................ 200.00
230 P 0 Box & Other Rentals..........................    8.00
248 Freight & Express to Bank................................. 5,937.89
323 Employees Uniform Repairs...........     200.51
335 Lavatory Supplies, Polishes etc.................. .......  184.31
338 Cleaning Services........................................  4,884.62
338A Disinfectants, Exterm. Supplies..........................  766.13
339 Laundry of Towels........................................  504.62
1407 Gas......................................................... 53.93
1408 Electricity................................................ 1,735.29
U2 Water......................................................  5 6 3 .0 8
498 Office Rentals............................................  2 3,5 6 4 .0 7
503 Electrical Supplies (ADT Charge $241.06).............   587.13
p04 Number Plates.............................................  18,871.89
1514 Paint & Lumber for Repairs...............................  113.98
1579 Plate Envelope and ’Wrappings.............................  701.30
$¿30,218.27
DIVISION OF WATERWAYSIll 1 .............. ....... m ......................................
RELATING TO WATERWAYS AND PUBLIC LANDS ---- BOSTON HARBOR
'
The Commonwealth Flats at South Boston— Commonwealth Pier 5.
The United States Navy Department has continued during the fiscal year the 
use of the entire pier under the terms and conditions of the lease of Augustl,
19U.
The usual work of repairs and maintenance has been carried on by the 
Department this year. Repairs have been made to elevators and elevator machinery, 
to Ogden doors and other metal and wood doors, to boilers at the heating plant 
and to gangways.
Work under contract No. 7o5 dated March 31, 1943, with H. Newton Marshall 
for painting a portion of the structural steel work on the first floor of the 
pier was completed August 4, 1943, at a contract cost of $6302.19.
Work under contract No. 655 dated May 21, 1940, with the J. S.- Packard Dredging 
Compan-- for dredging an area northerly of the main ship channel in Boston Harbor 
to provide a turning basin opposite this pier, was completed February 17, 1944 
at a contract cost of $30,729.89.
The placing of new roofing on a portion of the pier shed, under contract 
No. 771, dated June 2, 1943, with the Atlantic Roofing and Skylight Works, was 
completed April 21, 1944, at a contract cost of $18,662.26.
It became evident in the fall of 1943 that a considerable amount of 
repairs and replacements must be made upon the railroad tracks serving Common­
wealth Pier 5 and the Fish Pier. The New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad 
Co nany offered to furnish all materials necessary and to repair and strengthen 
tiie tracks upon condition that the Department reimburse the Company for all 
necessary and reasonable expenses for labor and material furnished. An agreement 
covering this word: was made by the Department with the Railroad Company under
date of November 18, 1943 and approvdd by the Governor and Council on November
>*>
26, 1943» The work wa3 completed on December 31, 1943 at a contract cost of
L&HD OF THE CCMwGHlBAiaai AT SOUTH BGSTGH
¿h<a ¿tggin ferainals, lac.» has con timed to operate this year 
Storehouse Ho. 2 on E Street, South Boston.
A considerable area of the land of the Coracnwealth at South 
Boston continues to be in use by the United States Havy and war 
Departments in connection with war activities.
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COMMONWEALTti FLATS AT EAST BOSTON 
General Edward Lawrence Logan Airport,
Contracts
Work under contract No. 742, dated April 7, 1942, with John Gallo 
for the construction of an earth dike connecting the easterly end of 
the Airport with Governors Island and the placing of earth filling at 
the northeast corner of the Airport for the construction of a runway 
was completed on August 7, 1943 at a contract cost of $189,884.10
Work under contract No. 746, dated September 15, 1942, with 
L. P. Frederlco & Son, Inc., for constructing an intercepting drain 
was completed on December 11,1943 at a contract cost of $27,882.00.
Work under contract No. 772, dated June 2, 1943, with the 
Charles A. Leary Company for wash borings northerly and easterly of 
Governors Island and easterly of the Airport, was completed on August 
3, 1943, at a contract cost of $3160.38.
On August 31, 1943, contract No. 778 was made with the Charles 
A. Leary Company for borings and soundings into underlying material 
along the center line of the proposed runway extensions. This work 
was completed on October 20, 1943, at a contract cost of $1251.00.
Contract No. 779 was made on August 31, 1943, with the Raymond 
Concrete Pile Company for further soundings and probings along the 
center line of the proposed runways. This work was completed on 
September 7, 1943, at a contract cost of $995.00.
On August 31, 1943, contract No. 780 was made with the Raymond 
Concrete Pile Company for making Shelby Tube borings within the area 
of proposed filling. This work was completed within a few days at a
contract cost of $1298.64.
Further test borings within an area southerly and westerly of
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Governors Island were made under contract No. 786 dated November 4, 1943, 
with the Raymond Concrete Pile Company. This work was completed on No­
vember 21,1943, at a contract cost of $1820*25.
On December 14, 1943, contract No. 787 was made with the Ganagan 
Construction Corporation for placing hydraulic fill for the construction 
of runways "C" and "D" at the Airport, at a contract price of 22.74 cents 
for each cubic yard of material dredged from a borrow area near Governors 
Island. The amount of dredging is estimated at 4,000,000 cubic yards.
This work is now in progress.
Contract No. 788 with James V. Pulcini Company was made on January 
11, 1944, for repairs to roofing and for waterproofing parapets and side 
walls of the Administration Building at the Airport, at unit prices amount­
ing to $1840. This work was completed on June 17, 1944 at a contract cost 
.of $2355.E6*
On January 27, 1944, contract No. 790 was made with the M & R Con-
i
struction Company for building three pile and timber platforms for 
apparatus for testing material in the proposed hydraulic fill at the 
Airport. This work was completed on March 28, 1944 at a contract cost of 
$7933.10.
Contract No. 791 was made on February 3, 1944 with the Raymond Con­
crete Pile Company for furnishing materials, assembling and driving ob­
servation points for measuring pore water pressixre and settlement in the 
hydraulic fill and taking Shelby Tube borings at the Airport} at unit 
prices amounting to $3125.00.
On May 24, 1944, contract No. 796 was made with the Raymond Con­
crete Pile Company for making test borings in the hydraulic fill at the 
Pite of runway ”C" at the Airport at a contract price amounting to $1611.88.
t
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Contrzct No. 797 was made on June 27, 1944 with the Charles A. 
Leary Company for making test borings in the vicinity of the Airport 
at a contract price amounting to $4195.00.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE AIRPORT
Hydraulic Filling
During July and August, 19A3» additional studies made by the Department 
in consultation with Consulting Engineers and officials of the Civil Aeronautics 
Administration, resulted in a plan for the final development of the Airport, 
providing for three runways 7000 feet in length and one runway 5000 feet with 
parallel runways 1000 feet apart.
This plan was approved by the Department and submitted to the Massachusetts 
Aeronautics Commission and to the Governor and Council and aoproved by them on 
September 24, 1943»
Upon the basis of this plan, surveys were made and test borings taken and 
a contract was prepared to provide for 4»000,000 cubic yards of Hydraulic Filling 
for the foundations for runways "C" and "D".
Bids were received December 14» 1943 and a contract was made with the Gahagan 
Construction Company of New York City for the placing of 4*000,000 cubic yards of 
hydraulic filling at a contract price of 2 2 .7 4 cents for each cubic yard.
Work under this contract began on February 1 6 , 1944 and is still in progress. 
Additional Filling
Work continued under Contract No. 742 with John Gallo for the construction 
of an earth dike to Governor's Island and the placing of earth fill on the 
present Airport. This contract was completed on August 7» 1943.
Borings
Several contracts were made for borings and sub-surface soil investigation
to furnish data for the proper placing of hydraulic filling and to determine 
allowable bearing loads on the completed fill.
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Drainage
ThS placing of the hydraulic fill required certain changes in the drainage 
system of the existing Airport Field and a 36-inch intercepting drain.was designed 
to provide a new outlet for this drainage southerly into Boston Harbor.
A contract for thus vork was let to L. P. Federico & Son, inc. on September 15, 1942. 
This work was completed on December 1 1 , 19 4 3.
Laintenance
The existing Airport Field has been maintained for the constant use of 
commercial and government planes by the maintenance forces of the Department.
This work consisted of grading and spreading of cinders for temporary surfaces, 
extension of the 2 -6 runway to a length of 4000 feet, snow removal, maintenance of 
field lighting systems and miscellaneous work on approach roads.
Administration Building
The existing administration Building has been maintained and operated with 
Department forces. Repairs to the roofing have been made under contract with 
James V. 1 Pile ini Company dated January 1 1 , 1944.
From the rapid increase in passenger travel through the Airport, it has 
become evident that additional space is required at oncefcr the accommodation 
of the various airlines using the Airport. To remedy this.condition, a new 
temporary Terminal Building as an addition to the present structure has been 
decided upon.
The services of Charles Q. Loring, architect, have been secured to 
design and prepare plans for this structure. Work on these plans is still 
in progress.
itenaaiwft. b u i ld in g
Tihe design and construction of a permanent Adsainiatration build«« 
Ing and a comprehensive plan for approach roads« parking spaces« etc* 
has been under consideration anti the uergm cy Public orim  Commission 
has engaged the services o f Thompson & Lichtner & Company, me*« and 
Coolloge, bhepley, Bulfinch &  Abbott as Architects and Engineers to 
make preliminary studies and plans fo r the permanent construction*
This work is now in progress*
OQMMommtújm pmu i ,  sást boston
The United States i.avy Department has continued during the year 
the use of Commonwealth Pier 1, at Hast Boston, under the terns of 
the lease of etober 10, 1940.
OLD HULKS IN BOSTON HARBOR
Work under contract No, 766, dated March 31, 1943, with 
A. A. Hersey and Son Company for removing several hulks and debris 
from Chelsea Creek was completed April 11, 1944, at a contract cost 
of &9270.
MYSTIC mAWK S
Under the provisions of Chapter 714 of the Acts ot 1941* 
authorizing the Department to acquire certain waterfront properties 
of the Boston and Maine iailroad upon which to build a pier to be 
leased under conditions stated in the statute, the Department lias 
held various conferences and saade investigations and tentative plans 
for this development but has been unable to take further action 
because of the impossibility* of securing in the present national 
emergency the necessary priorities for materials for such construction*
RIVERS, RARBORS, TIDE WATERS AND FORESHORES 
OUTSIDE OF BOSTON HARBOR.
For the improvement of rivers, harbors, tide waters and foreshores 
outside of Boston Harbor, in accordance with the provisions of section 
11 of Chapter 91 of the General Laws, an unexpended balance of $15,000 
has been available during the year, upon the following condition:
"provided, that all expenditures made for the protection of 
shores shall be upon condition that at least fifty per cent 
of the cost is covered by contributions from municipalities 
or other organizations and individuals, except that in the 
case of dredging channels for harbor improvements at least 
twenty-five per cent of the cost shall be so covered."
An appropriation of $15,000 was also made for the maintenance of 
structures and for repairing damages along the coast line or river banks of 
the Commonwealth, and for the removal of wrecks and other obstructions from 
tide water.
No new petitions for work of river and harbor improvement have been 
filed during the year, although both dredging and shore protection projects 
have been carried out In accordance with petitions previously filed. This 
curtailment of work has resulted not only from the lack of sufficient appro 
priations but from the difficulty of finding contractors able to carry out 
such work at reasonable prices and from the necessity felt by municipal 
authorities to limit their contributions in the Interest of economy.
Information as to work previously done in rivers and harbors of 
the Commonwealth may be found in the annual reports of the Board of 
Harbor and I^nd Commissioners, the Commission on Waterways and Public 
Lands, the Division of Waterways and Public Lands and the Department of 
Public Y/orks.
An account of work done between July 1, 1943 and June 30, 1944, for vis 
improvements of rivers, harbors and foreshores outside of Boston Harbor 
follows.
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BAH8STABLS SH0H2 
Hyaxmisport
The pending petition of the ¿elactmen of Barnstable for 
shore protection at Hyannieport Beach, as heard last year, was 
further considered.
On October IB, 1943, contract Ko. 732 was made with 
frederiok Y. Lawrence for the construction of two jetties of 
heavy stone riprap and the excavation and paving of a eulvert at 
Hyannieport Beach at the following contract prices: for each 
cubic yard of material excavated and disposed of, #1.00; for each 
ton of stone riprap and ohips furnished and placed*#3.20.
v.ork under this contract was completed March 2, 1944, at a 
contract cost of ¿4340. Contributions of #1200 were made by the 
Town and County toward this cost.
CAPS COD CABAL PISE, BOtBHE
The use of the Cape Cod Canal Pier has been continued during 
the year by the United States Coast Guard under the terns esf the 
lease of Jane 1* 1942.
%
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ceatham m m
F e r n e t  H e * *
tbù petifcion ©£ th© iaeiectaatóJi ©f Chathaa for aliare protesti«» at 
Fox* redi Beaci*, he&rd laet year, waa further consldered.
Contraet Mi»« 783 ma aade on octobor 26, 1943$ witk Jaha Saul© 
for building %m stane ¿ettiea ©f iidavy atom rlprap «ad chips ani thè 
rapali' and cxteaaion ©X a© ©xisting jetty at this beach imar th© 
BarwleJ*>4&athttR fown line, at a eontraet prie© of ¿4.50 for ©&ch tesa 
of 2000 poundo of su>ite riprap and chips furftlahetì and placed.
mia work wao coapleted óiarch 18, 1944 at a contract cast at 
$9450« Tomrd this cosi a contributi©« of 0500 mm mtim by th® tosai 
of Chatha®, contributi©©« of ¿1000 by t i»  Coufity, $1000 by a ©©sfitte® 
reircaentibg thè residente and 3760 by J. C* Biahcp, thè ovaner af thè 
Jetty which ma repaired and ©xtended.
T.
GLOUCESTER FISH PIER
Chapter 393 of the Acts of 1943 provided for the expenditure of 
not more than $15,000. for filling to grade the Gloucester Fish Pier 
and for repairing the main sewer.
On August 18, 1943, contract No. 774 was made w i t h  John Kitson 
for furnishing and installing in place about 350 linear feet of 15-inch 
reinforced sewer pipe supported on a timber frame, the construction of 
two single manholes at angle points and the necessary connections with 
the existing sewer, at unit prices amounting to $5880.
This work was completed October 21, 1943, at contract cost of $5986.
GLOUCESTER HARBOR AND HARBOR COVE 
Dredging
On March 3, 1944 contract No. 792 was made with the Bay State 
Dredging and Contracting Company for dredging shoal areas in Harbor 
Cove to a d e p t h  of 15 feet at mean low water at the following contract 
prices: for each cubic yard of material dredged and disposed,of 92 cents, 
scow measurement; for each cubic yard of boulders removed and disposed 
of, $25. This wo r k  is now in progress. Toward the cost of the dredging 
the city of Gloucester made a contribution of $6000.
Before the completion of t h e  work the City asked that the dredging 
under this contract be extended to deepen two areas in Gloucester 
Harbor. Under the terms and conditions of contract No. 792 this dredg­
ing is being carried on. Toward the cost of this additional work the 
city of Gloucester has made a further contribution of $4500.
MARSHFIELD SHORE
To provide for repairs needed to the sea -wall at Brant Rock, 
contract No. 784 was made on October 11, 1943, with Henry W. Merry 
for repairing about 400 feet of the structure bj building a new 
concrete footing at the base and placing stone riprap, at the following 
contract prices: for each cubic yard of concrete furnished and placed 
as footing for the wall, $18; for each ton of 2000 pounds of stone 
riprap furnished and placed at base of the wall, $4.23. This work 
was completed April 6, 1944, at a contract cost of $10,786.33.
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«Sl BfJWOm STATS PISH
fhe Halted States Coast Guard has continued during the year its 
use, under the tanas and conditions of the lease of July 1» 1942, of 
the Immigration Shed at the Few Bedford State Pier, and under author­
isation of November ?, 1942, of a parcel of land on the westerly side
of the shed*
Tim Jar Department has continued during the year its use of Hie 
Colonial Pier under the lease of June 30, 1942*
On November 2, 1943 the platform on the southerly side of the 
pier, including a loading platform at its westerly end and a portion 
of the building, together with a right of access to said premises, was 
leased to the duperior Fish, Ltd*, for a period beginning November 1, 
1943, and continuing for six months after the date of termination of 
the unlimited National Emergency but not beyond October 51, 1948* The 
rental for the space occupied is 14250 per year*
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comcmmvm propshxy ax Plymouth
During the fiscal year $3500 has been available for expenses 
of the property at Plymouth acquired by the Pilgrim Tercentenary 
Commission and placed under the jurisdiction of the Department by 
vote of the Governor and Council on July 17, 1984. The usual care 
of the grounds and pier and the necessary minor repairs have been 
cai'ried on during the year.
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A  PR0VINCET0WN TERCENTENARY C O M M I S S I O N .
During the year the land at Provincetown acquired by the 
Provincetown Tercentenary Commission and placed under the control 
of the Department June 23, 1926, has been cared for from funds 
appropriated for this area and the Province Lands. An employee has 
been kept at work during the summer to maintain the park in proper
condition
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OAK BLUFFS
Minor repairs to the sea wall at Lake Anthony have been made 
during the year at a cost of $363.
v
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SCITUATE SHORE.
Sea Wall at the Glades -
In the late fall the condition of the sea at the Glades at North 
Scituate made repairs imperative. On November 9, 1943, contract No. 785 
was made with the Forrest Construction Company to place new concrete 
facing for a length of about 550 linear feet at the following contract 
prices: for each cubic yard of Class "C" concrete furnished and placed
in the completed, work, $30; for each pound of steel dowels furnished 
and placed in the completed work,25 cents; for each bag of cement 
used in mortar for plaster, |5. This work was completed May 29, 1944 
at a contract cost of $7465.
For th e  further protection of this wall contract No. 795 was made 
on May 10, 1944 w i t h  George E. Duteau for placing riprap in front of 
the structure at the following contract prices: for each ton of 2000 
pounds of riprap furnished and placed in the completed work, $3.25; 
for each hour of use of crane and crew rehandling stone, $8.00. This 
work is nov< In progress.
Toward the cost of repairing this sea wall a contribution of 
$3500 has been made by the town of Scituate.
YARMOUTH SHORE.
South Y a r m o u t h .
Contract No. 781, dated October 13, 1943, was made with 
Frederick V. Lawrence for furnishing and placing heavy stone riprap 
and stone chips for bank protection in two locations at South Yarmouth, 
at the following contract prices: for each cubic yard of material 
excavated and placed as fill, 50 cents; for each cubic yard of filling 
furnished from outside th e  site of the work, #1.25; for each ton of 
2000 pounds of stone riprap and chips furnished and placed, #3.20.
This work was .completed February 3, 1944, at a contract cost of 
$9576.22. Toward this cost contributions of $3000 each were made b- 
the town and by the county.
, A ©
MISCELLANEOUS 
GREAT PONDS
Jurisdiction ever great ponds belonging to the Commonwealth was 
given to the Board of Harbor and Land Commissioners by Chapter 318 
of the Acts of 1888. This act applies to ponds containing in their 
natural state more than ten acres of land. Authority to sell and 
convey or lease, subject to the approval of the Governor and Council, 
any of the islands owned b* the State in great ponds was given later 
by Chapter 379 of the Acts of 1904, now section 2 of Chapter 91 of
the General Laws.
During the year the Department has considered matters relating 
to: Alum pond. Sturbridge; Baddacook Pond, Groton; Bassett Pond, Harwich;
Fort Pond, Littleton; Greenwater Pond, Beckot; Hummock Pond, Nantucket; 
Lake V/lnthrop, Holliston; Laurel lake, Lee; laad Mine Pond (0.—  lake,, 
Sturbrldge; Little Herring Pond, Plymouth; Manchaug Pond, Douglas;
Maquan Pond, Hanson; Mill Pond, Yarmouth; ftuannapowltt Pond, Reading; 
silver Lake, Pittsfield; Smiths Pond, Brewster; Squlbnocket Pond, Gay 
Head and Ghllmark; Straits Pond, Hull; Tisbury Great Pond, Chilmark 
and West Tisbury; Vaughan Pond, Carver; Wenham Pond, Carver.
ACCESS TO GREAT PONDS.
On January IS, 1944, the Joint Board under the provisions of 
section 18a of Chapter 91 of the General Laws, gave a public hearing 
upon the petition of ten citizens of the Commonwealth requesting the 
establishment of a right of way for public access to Fort Pond in the 
town of Littleton. No further action has been taken.
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BOSTON AUXILIARY AIRPORT AT BEDFORD
The Federal Government has continued during the year to , 
use the Boston Auxiliary Airport at Bedford, under lease dated 
July 1, 19A2.
PROVINCE LANDS
By Chapter 470 of the Acts of 1893 the Board of Harbor and Laud 
Commissioners v;as given general care and supervision of an area containing 
about 3,810 acres lenown as the Province Lands at Pro v in cat own. At that time 
the area was stripped of trees, denuded of vegetation aid the loose sand driven 
by the wind was filling ponds and menacing the harbor of Provincetown.
The work of reclaiming these lands was begun in 1894 and las been con­
tinued since under the direction of the Harbor and Land Commissioners and 
their successors. A superintendent at Provincetown is in immediate charge 
of the wcrk.
At present the method first used is to check the movement of the sand 
by covering the dunes with brush which provides enough protection for the 
natural re-seeding of the beach grass. This work is followed by the trans­
planting of shrubs, particularly bayberry, which has been found valuable 
for holding the sand,especially along the slopes of the dunes. After this 
preparation is completed the transplanting of trees and reforestation cfthe 
area is begun. In this way about 1,200 acres of the lands have been reclaimed.
Work has been carried on in accordance with these methods during the 
year. About two acres of dunes have been covered with brush to prevent the 
shifting of sand and $0,000 small pine trees have been planted on dunes where 
beach grass and bayberry have prepared the ground for young trees.
Four acres of plantations have been pruned and thinned and the brush 
used for building about one thousand feet of picket and brush barriers for 
catching and holding sand along beaches to restore coastal dunes where the 
sea has broken through.
The Nature and Bridle Trail has been extended into an area where 
about thirty acres of the largest trees on these lands stand in virgin soil 
and where many rare native plants are still found.
Pi-ovinc-e Lu.nnt>r
In connection with the work of eliminating gyPsy moths infested dead 
wood and underbrush has been removed and fire hazards reduced.
« shade house has been established for the propagation of native 
shrubs for shelter belt, marginal and roadsi le planting.
Part-: areas and historical sites in Tastham, North Truro and 
Provincetown have been kept in good condition.
Fire stop and truck trails hava been maintained and additional 
water poles provided to reduce fire hazards and a vigilant fire patrol has 
been continued.
The sum of ¿446»50 has' been paid into the State Treasury from July 1,
1943 to June 30, 1944 from permits ic ued for cultivating an:l picking cranberries 
on the bogs, for mowing meadows and for occupying areas on these lands.
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COOPERATIVE WORK WITH THE UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
Under appropriations made by the Legislature for the purpose the
Department has continued this year cooperative work with the
aUnited States Geological Survey in the making of/new topographical map of 
Massachusetts, of a geological survey and map to determine the natural 
resources of the Commonwealth and in the work of stream gauging within 
the State.
Remapping of the Commonwealth
Under the provisions of Chapter 215 of the Acts of 1953 the 
Department has continued the making of a new topographical map of the 
Commonwealth in cooperation with the United States Geological Survey. 
Sheets of the new map are being published from time to time, although 
the work has not yet been completed and the entire edition is not yet 
available. The new maps already published are on sale by the 
United States Geological Survey at Washington, D. C.
Geological Survey and Maps
Chapter 457 of the Acts of 1938 amended Chapter 215 of the Acts 
of 1933 to provide, not only for the preparation of a contour
ltopographical survey, but, in addition a geological survey and map to 
determine and locate the natural resources of the Commonwealth.
This work has been carried on since 1938 in cooperation with the 
United States Geological Survey.
ccmmmjm m d eqoalxzxhs th flow <f  
WATER Hi RIVERS M D  STHSAMS
Under Chapter 359 of the Acts of 1909, Chapter 564 of the Acts 
of 1912 and Chapter 84 of the lesolves of 1917, cooperation was es­
tablished between the Caa&onwealth aril the ater Resource© J&*anch of 
the United States Geological survey, so that result© of the work re­
lating to the gauging of streams within the Commonwealth and other 
work of a similar character by said Survey have been obtained for use 
by the Department and are available also for other Departments of th© 
Commonwealth*
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U K S  QUAhNAPOWITT
Under the provisions of Chapter 458 of the Acts of 1939, and amendments 
thereof, the Department made this year two takings of easements in certain 
parcels of land- one taking under date of August 3, 1943, of areas in the 
town of Reading, and another on February 4, 1944, of parcels in the town of 
Reading and in the town of Yiakefield.
Construction was continued to January 1, 1944 by local labor placed 
on the Department payroll with the approval of the Departments of Administration 
and Finance,of Labor and Industries and of Civil Service. The work was super­
vised by Department employees and material was purchased by Department requisi­
tions.
Charnel excavation was continued into Jiay, 1944 by the power shovel 
furnished by the Town of Reading as provided in the original agreement.
At the end of the fiscal year, clearing, channel excavation, culverts, 
bridges and culvert stops were completed 100 percent.
The culvert stops held Lake Quannapowitt a high level throughout the 
year and the channels drained the Reading swamp areas in accordance with 
the design.
LICENSES AND PERMITS
Daring the period fr o m  July 1, 1943 to June 30, 1944, the 
Department has granted 60 licenses for work to be done in tide water, 
great ponds, Connecticut River and Merrimack River, and in rivers and 
streams under the provisions of section 6 of Chapter 513 of the Acts 
of 1939. The Department has also granted 115 permits for miscellaneou 
purposes and approved 35 permits issued by municipal authorities for 
the construction and maintenance of fish weirs in tide water.
FEDERAL AiPR0PRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES
Federal appropriations and expenditures for the improvement of 
rivers and harbors in Massachusetts from the establishment of the 
Government to the close of the fiscal year ending June 30, 1944, are 
shown in the following tables furnished by the Chief of Engineers,
U. S. Army:
TABLE NO. 1 - -  Localities at which work was done during
the Fiscal Year ending June 30, 1944:
locality ArrRCTR T A m I0N7 EXPENDITURES
Mystic River 
Boston Harbor 
Weymouth Fore River 
Weymouth Back River 
Cape Cod Canal
Pollock Rip Shoals, Nantucket 
Sound
Cross Rip Shoals, Nantucket Sound 
New Bedford and Falrhaven Harbor 
Fall River Harbor
TOTAL -  -
ft 959,783.00
18.648.977.00 
1,005,125.00(1)
75,741.00(2)
39.014.774.00
1.788.079.00 
72,437.00
2,283,169.00(3)
1.117.259.00 
- .ft 6T7SF5,344.00
ft 954,174.00
18.561.571.00
1.005.125.00
75.741.00
38.909.617.00
1.748.399.00
65.555.00
2.198.105.00 
927,924.00
ft 6^74415,2TI7ÜÜ
(1) Exclusive of $100,000 contributed funds.
(2) Exclusive of $20,000 contributed funds.
(3) Exclusive of $20,400 contributed funds.
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TABLE WO. "Localities at which no work was done- during the
fiscal Year ending June 30, 1944:
LOCALITY AT PROPRIA. TI ONS EXPENDITURES
Harbor of Refuge at
Nantucket $ 815,966.00 $ 774,584.00Edgartown Harbor 45,614.00(1) 45,614.00
Vineyard Haven Harbor 82,573.00 82,573.00
Newburyport Harbor 754,279.00 754,279.00
Merrimack River 517,752.00 517,752.00
Ipswich River 5,618.00 5,618.00
Essex River 30,000.00(2) 30,000.00
Sandy Bay, Cape Ann 1 ,941,478.00 1,941,478.00
Rockport Harbor 91,229.00 91,229.00
Gloucester Harbor and
Annisquam River 664,305.00 664,305.00
Manchester Harbor 23,986.00 23,986.00
Beverly Harbor 246,690.00(3) 246,690.00
Salem Harbor 107,957.00 107,957.00
Marblehead Harbor 548.00 548.00
Winthrop Harbor 8,993.00 8,993.00
Malden River 149,950.00(4) 149,950.00
Dorchester Bay and
Neponset River 128,176.00 128,176.00
Town River 298,357.00(5) 298,357.00
Hingham Harbor 38,317.00 38,317.00
Cohasset Harbor 10,000.00 10,000.00
Scituate Harbor 313,818.00 313,818.00
Duxbury Harbor 37,000.00 37,000.00
Kingston Harbor 8,940.00 8,940.00
Wareham Harbor 95,997.00 95,997.00
Wellfleet Harbor 11,350.00 11,350.00
Provincetown Harbor 389 , 5 8 2 . 0 0 389,582.00
Chatham (Stage) Harbor 49,634.00 49,634.00Hyannis Harbor 224,450.00 224,450.00
Little Harbor, Woods Hole 18,000.00 18,000.00
Woods Hole Channel 350,260.00 350,260.00
Canapitsit Channel 9,113.00 9,113.00
Westport River 3,000.00 3,000.00
Cuttyhunk Harbor 44,828.00(6) 44,828.00Taunton River 475,811.00 475,811.00Bass River 20,150.00 20,150.00Buzzards Bay Harbor
('.Veepecket Rock) 2,500.00 2,500.00Powow River 50,941.00 50,941.00Plymouth Harbor 512,882.00(7) 512,882.00Lynn Harbor 855,336.00 855,336.00
TOTAL - - d 435,416.00 $9,394,034.00
(1) Exclusive of 1|>10,000 contributed f u n d s .(2) Exclusive of 5,000 contributed f u n d s .(3) Exclusive of 5100,000 contributed f u n d s .(4) Exclusive of 562,000 contributed f u n d s .(5) Exclusive of >111,763 contributed f u n d s .(6) Exclusive of 1>11,643 contributed f u n d s .(7) Exclusive of $108,400 contributed f u n d s .
CONTRACTS MADE BY THE DIVISION OF WATERY,AYS OF 
THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS AN D  IN FORCE 
DURING THE PERIOD JULY 1, 1 9 4 3 - JUNE 30, 1944.
Work:
Contractor:
Contract 
P r i c e s :
CONTRACT NO. 655, dnted May 21. 1940
Dredging in Boston Harbor in area northerly of Main Ship 
Channel to provide turning basin opposite Commonwealth 
Pier 5, South Boston.
J. S. Packard Dredging Company.
For dredging and disposing of dredged material,
38.4 cents per cubic yard, measured in scows.
For removing and disposing of boulders,
¡¿25. per cubic yard.
Condition
of Work: Completed Feb. 17, 1944.
CONTRACT NO. ¿72, dated August 7. 1940
Work: Dredging anchorage basin in Nantucket Harbor, Nan t u c k e t .
Contractor: Bay State Dredging and Contracting Company.
Contract For dredging and disposing of dredged material,
Prices: 29.5 cents per cubic yard, scow measurement.
For removing and disposing of boulders,
¡¿20. per cubic yard.
Condition No work done,
of Work:
CONTRACT NO. 738. d a ted March 9, 1942
Work:
Contractor:
Contract 
Prices:
Condition 
<5f 'Work:
Repairs to gangways and doors, Commonwealth 
Pler^Ncu 5 , Sruth B o s t o n .
Joseph A. Singarelln.
For furnishing sheet metal workers, $2.22 
For furnishing carpenters, - 2.22
For furnishing iron workers, 2.72
For furnishing painters, 2.22
For furnishing materials, cost plus 12-g?o.
per hour, 
per hour, 
per h o u r . 
per hour.
Completed Nov. 30, 1942.
C ONTRACT NO. 742, dated April 7. 1942
Work: Earth filling for dike and runway extension at 
Commonwealth A i r p o r t ,- East B o s t o n .
Contractor: John Gallo.
Contract For earth filling placed in dike and runway
Prices: extension, 30 cents per cu. yd.
For boulders over one cubic yard in volume placed 
in dike and runway extension, $5. per cu. yd.
For riprap protection constructed with stone 
taken from borrow areas, $1.00 per cu. yd.
For riprap protection constructed with stone 
furnished by contractor, $4. per c u . yd.
Condition 
of Work:
Completed August 7, 1943.
CONTRACT NO. 746, dated September 15, 1942
?;oi*k: Tntereentinn drain at Commonwealth Airport, 
East Boston.
Contractor: L. P. Federico & Son, Inc.
Contract 
Prices:
At unit prices amounting to $28,398.75.
Condition 
of. Work:
Cbmpleted December 11, 1943
CONTRACT NO. 765. dated March 31, 1943
?iork: Painting portion of structural 3teel work on first floor of Commonwealth Pier 5, South Beaton.
Contractor: H » N evrt on Mar s ha 11 •
Contract 
Prices:
For furnishing labor, tools and equipment and 
painting structural steel, 4 l/3 cents per 
square foot.
Condition 
of Work:
Completed August 4, 1943
CONTRACT NO. 766, dated March 31, 1943
Work: WflMovn1 of wrecks at Chelsea Creek, Boston Harbor.
Contractor: A. A. Hersey & Son Company.
w
Contract 
Prices:
For removing and disposal of wrecks of hulks, as 
specified, the lump sum of $9270.
Condition Completed April 11, 1944.
of Work:
*Work:
Contractor :
Contract 
Prices:
Condition 
of Work:
Work :
Contractor :
Contract 
Prices :
Condition 
of Work:
Work :
Contractor :
Contract 
Prices :
Condition 
of Work:
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C.QNTilACT HO. 768, dated April 20. 194.1 
Fender repairs at the State P i e r . New Bed f o r d . 
Frank C. Taylor, Inc.
For furnishing all labor, materials, tools and 
equipment and doing all work, lump sum of ¿1500.
Completed July 13, 1943.
CONTRACT NO. 771. d.ted Jane 2. 1943
New roofing on portion of pier shed at 
Commonwealth Pier 5 . South B o s t o n .
Atlantic Roofing & Skylight Wtorks.
At unit prices amounting to ¿17,375.
Completed April 21, 1944.
CONTRACT NO. 772, dated June 2, 1943 
Wash Borings at Commonwealth A i r p o r t . B o s t o n . 
Charles A. Leary Company.
For each linear foot of borings including labor, 
materials and all incidental work, ,94 cents each 
linear foot.
Completed August 3, 1943.
7*
+1
V. ork :
Contractor :
Contract 
Prices:
Condition 
of ..ork:
'..ork:
Contractor:
Contract 
Prices:
Condition 
of Y.ork:
V. ork :
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COWTik.CT SO. 774. dated iui, ,ust 18. 1943 
Construction of sewer, Gloucester lish Pier, Gloucester 
John Kitson
For each cu. yd. of trench, excavation vo.OQ per cu. yd.
For eaqh .1 ft. hoard measure of timuer in frames and 
supports, v£00. per ea. F. .^t. L M.
For each 1 L . of bolts, nuts and washers placed and 
furnished, 20 cents lb.
For each lin. ft. of K "  reinf. concrete pipe furnished 
and laid, >,¡2. per lin. ft.
* or each concrete manhole complete, v200. ea. iranhole
For connection vith exist.'n^ sewer manholes - lump 
sun of V K  .
I or ¡ Iterations to overflow manhole and check valve, 
lump sum of v600.
completed, October 21, ]943.
COFTFx.T ITO. 770, dated July 27. 194:
Repairs to elevators, Commonwealth Pier 0, South Boston
Consolidated xlevator Co.
Lievator workers, classed as Journeymen, 
Flevator workers, classed, as Helpers,
Fa sons,
1'asorts tenders 
Carpenters,
Sheet metal workers,
Flectricians,
Iron workers,
Painters,
Faterials, - actual cost + 12 c/o
% 2 ..16 per hr
1.,56 per hr
2.,14 per hr
1., 50 per hr
1.,95 per hr
2.,16 per hrO CJ X, 16 per hrQ »-» <.16 per hr
1,.95 per hr
Completed June 30,
Cu.TF..CT :F. 7V7. date" i.uusi lb. 1045 
Repairs to ¿anyways and doors, Commonwealth Pier b 
Kinnear manufacturing Co.Contractor:
125
*
»T'
Contract 
Prices :
Condition 
of Vvork:
Vi ork:
Contractor:
Contract 
Prices:
Condition 
oi Work:
Pork:
Contractor:
Contract 
Prices:
Condition 
oi V.ork:
- CONTRACT NO. 777 CONTINUEL -
Carpenters
Sheet I.letal Workers
Iron Workers
Painters
Electricians
Common Laborers
materials, actual cost +
Completed June 50, 1944
1 o «,15 per hrn
«,50 per hr
2 , ,50 per hro4.10 x sr hr2,.50 per lix*
1,.27 per fir
12 •>
CONTRACT '78. dated i.uj v ; in /i J. ij
^orings and Soundings, Com*: onwealth Airport, tost on 
Ch&3 . A. Leary Co.
lor each hour's work for crew oi three men, regular 
time, including, materials, equipment, and incidental 
work, ^c.075 per hr.
ior each hour of overtime for crew of three : en 
beyond regular time, 410.070 per hr. 
for transportation and assembly of plant, lump sum 
•of 470*00.
Completed October £0, 1943
i*_ixrr'vr■li L i 'J .T
Soundings and’Probings, Commonwealth Airport, boston
Raymond Concrete Pile Co.
For each hour's work for cm v. oi three men working 
regular time 4,6.075 each hour 
for each hour oi overtime work for crev. of three men 
working beyond regular time &8.075 ea. hour 
xor transportation and assembly oi plant, lump 
sum of 4,75.00.
Comp let: d September ‘7, 1945
126-
♦
- 'S
Lori::
Contractor :
Contract 
prices :
Condition 
ol Pork:
0 V-. -Id. -T - r,-jQ. gated August 51. 1945 
Shelby tube bearings, ben Logan Airport, boston 
ftaymond Concrete Pile Co»
For each 8-hr. day for crew of three men «„-bo. per day 
lor each hour of overtire for crew of tiiree men - v9. 
Victual cost of Shelby tubln6 furnished and labor for 
making sample tuting--
Actual cost of transportation of material, tubes and 
equipment—
Actual cost of lost or broken pipe or casing, if any- 
Completed, August 26, 1943
COPTTFa m T ITC» 781. dated October lb. 1943 
Pork: Yar m o u t h  Shore, South Yarmouth
Contractor: Frederick V. Lav renee
Contract 
Prices :
Condition 
of Fork:
 ^or each cu. yd. of material excavated and pjlaced as 
fill --- 50 cents
lor each cu. yd. of filling furnished from outside
cite of work and placed --- V 1*S5
lor each ton of stone riprap and chips furnished and 
placed (2100 tons) <^3.20.
Completed February 3, 1944
work:
of work:
lOMTiLaCT 1.0. 782. dated October 13. 1943 
barns table Shore, liyanniaport
Contractor : Frederick V. Lawrence
Contract 
Prices :
For each cu. 
For each ton 
( 900 tons)
yd. of material 
of stone riprap 
v5 » 20
excavated and 
furnished and
disposed
placed
Condition Completed March 2, 1944
.00
,.ork:
COriTKAU1]' n 0. 705. dated October 26. 1945
¡
Contractor:
building tv.ro stone jetties and repair and extend 
existing jetty, Forest seach, Chatham Shore.
John Gallo
Contract 
Trices:
lor eacn ton of stone riprap and chins fu.rnished and 
placed (2000 - Its. Ton)
Condition 
of V.ork:
Completed March 18, 1944
Work:
CCNTKAeT NO 784, dated OctoLer 31. 1943 
hepairing sea wall, Brant hock, Marshfield.
Contractor: H. Yk. Merry
Contract 
Prices: For 150 cu, yd. concrete placed as footing - *18 c. y. For each ton of stone riprap and chips furnished and 
placed at case of wall - *4.23.
Condition 
of to ork;
Completed April G, 1944
Work;
CONTRACT NO. 785, dated N overnier 9. 1943 
Sea Wall at Glades, Scituate
Contractor: Forest Construction Co.
Contract 
Prices:
lor 220 c.y. of class "C" concrete furnished and nlaced 
in completed work - *30.
lor 1300 l^s. steel dowels furnished and placed-*25 dollars. 
For 50 bags cement, 85
Condition 
of kork;
Completed, May 29, 1944
fork:
Contractor:
Contract 
prices:
Condition 
of V.ork:
'»or a :
Contractor:
Contract 
Prices:
Condition 
of V.ork:
Work:
Contractor :
Contract 
Prices :
Condition
'JCj'TIw.-.' i. 7l , dated November 4, 1943 
Rash borings southerly or Governors Island, koston Harbor 
Raymond Concrete Pile Co.
For borings, v 1.50 per linear foot
For soundings and probings, 30 cents per linear foot 
Completed, November 21, 1043
Coii:.\ivGT NO. 787. dated December 14. 1043
Hydraulic fill for embankments "C" and "D" Gen. Logan Airport 
Gahagen Construction Corporation
For each cubic yard of material dredged from borrow 
area, including all labor, equipment and incidental 
work, ¡*«2274
V.ork in progress
CONTRACT NO. 70S, dated January 11. 1944
Roof repairs on Administration Lldg. Gen. Logan Airport
James V. Pulc-lni Co.
For furnishing roofer classed as Journeymen, including 
the cost of all overhead expenses, equipment, tools, 
and all incidental work, the sum of .¿1.75 for each 
roofer per hour.
For furniskin0 Roofer's helpers, the sum of vl«75 for 
each helper per hour.
For furnishing 'bricklayers, classed as waterproofers 
the sum of v2.20 for each bricklayer per hour.
Completed, June 17, 1944
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Work:
Contractor:
Contract 
Prices:
Condition 
of V. ork:
CONTRACT NO. 702. dated December 27. ICdo 
Motorboat "V. a t e rv. ays"
Baltzer-Jonesport boat Corp.
For furnishing materials, labor and sheathing, VC50.00. 
Completed January 15, 1944
’„ork:
COMTRACT NO. 790. dated January 27. 1944 
Observation Platforms, Gen. Lo^an Airport
Contractor: M. & R. Construction Co.
Contract  
P r ic e s :
Condition 
of v<ork:
For each pile furnished & driven in place v120.
For each thousand feet board measure of timber furnished 
v250.
For each thousand feet board measure of lumber v200. 
lor each pound of bolts, nuts, washers, spikes, 
furnished v .20.
For each roll of three ply tarred feet furnished v6. 
Completed March 28, 1944
Work:
Contractor:
Contract 
Prices:
Condition 
of v. or k :
CbbTlACT NO. 791. dated February 5. 1G44 
Insta lation of observation points, Gen. Logan Airport 
Raymond Concrete Pile Co.
For each linear foot Shelby Tube boring driven, ^6.25 
For each linear foot 2" casing furnished & driven ^1.65 
For each linear foot 1" standard pipe furnished and 
driven 4*1.50
V.ork in progress
v
V.
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CONTRACT NO. 702. dated March 3. 1944
V.ork: Dredging, Harbor Cove, Gloucester
Contractor: Bay State Dredging and Contracting Co.
Contract 
Prices:
1. 12,000 cu. yds. material dredged, scov: meas. 92 cents c
2. ior each cu. yd. boulders removed (l cu. yd.) 425.
Condition 
of Work:
Work in progress
Cork:
CONTRACT 110. 79b. doted May 10. 1944 
Piecing riprap, Glades Sea V.all, Scituate
Contractor: George B. Duteau
Contract 
Prices:
For etch ton of stone riprap furnished and placed in 
the completed work, 43.25 
Por each hour of use of crane and crew rehandling 
stone, vS.OO.
Condition of Work in progress
lork:
I.ork:
CONTRACT HO. 790. dated May 24, 1944 
Vvash borings on runway "C" Gen. Lo0 an Airport
Contractor: Raymond Concrete Pile Go.
Contract 
Prices:
For each hour's work for a crew of three men working 
regular time «¿6.875, per hour 
lvor each hour of overtime work for^erew of three men 
working beyond regular time ««B.87 per hr. 
lor transportation and assembly of plant v 3-5.00.
Condition 
of Work:
Work in Bro^ress
r -131-T  ♦
COlifl’ACT i:o. 797. dated June 27. 1944
Works IKash borings in vicinity of Gen. Logan Airport, boston Harbor
Contractor: Chas. A. Leary Co.
Contract For each linear foot of borings, vl*03
Prices: For transportation of equipment v75.
Condition Viorl; in Brogress
of Work:
¿á, PCj.&IO. ■oV.j.viw ** ûViJ^ .UM ¿^ MÉàwità,
H l f f i
f « ï  ÔF BQSÏv® FUIS (Chapter 91, General Laws)
Ceasraem eaith Pier 1 
Gojiasom'iealth Pier 5 
Bentala
Sale of &quips*e»t and Old materials 
License Charges, Boston Harbor 
Pay Station Receipts 
Airport Antals 
Airport „liscelianeoua 
nefands prior years
for
12 months ending
¿ym  J & u A M —
1.00
315,099.45
180,321.63
772.46
6,934.48
747.17
31,392.17
645.10
, J J M 541,997.08
SÊPamL« IBGOML 
(Ordinary iwverrae)
Province Lands 446.50
Certified Copying Charges 38.00
Case Cod Canal Pier 15,638.88
Mew Bedford Pier 9,542.40
Gloucester Fish Pier 20,000.00
Plyrrsouth Pier 8.90
License Charges, Outside boston Harbor 
Sale of . miscellaneous plans ami bid and
6,514.75
specification receipts 34.20
Viaterweys Liscell anew»» ....IJLtli J&sfl&flS
594,552.10
XhPWWtA&R OF KlfLiiS 
ASD RAKBGhS TSB8f FUSS 
(Chapter 91» General Laws)
Contributions from Towns, individuals or others 38,650.00
mmm op si amm& &t
for
12. ¡months ending
General 11: peases 43,463.86 63,463.86
30,M  HAm m
Dredging and Filling 31,948.04
Operation and Maintenance of G w m & tm m tJ L th
Pier 5, Louth Boston 99,736.47
laaintenance of Property b 7 . 7 & 0 . & ) 195,445.40
OUTBID 3 0 u m i HARBOR
Compensation of Outing Inspectors 810.20
Gloucester Fish Pier Improvements 14,667.29
ispiovetisent of Livers and Harbors 58,688.37
Hew Bedford State Pier 9,115.90
Plytaouth Property, Dxpenses of 2,094.48
Province Lands, lacpenses of 7,877.79
Heading Drainage Fund 14,608.88
Repairing Damages 1/,,305.00
130,175.98Stream. Clearance (Gh. 419 - 1941) jjjngjsa
AIBPOitTS
Airport Lean, inquisition an« Development (8307) 56,919.75
Airport Loan, Lrilargeffiertt (8309) 347,231.85
Operation and ifeiatenaace of Goiaraomealth
.Airport, Last Boston 39,921.29
CcKsamswaaltll Airport Snow Aeraoval . , a > M
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ggiuafli &
for
12 months ending
¿ m J f i a J L M ___
Stanalasionera, Associate Gonrdssionere,
Personal Services of dories, stenog­
raphers, and Ceamisaioaers ' travel 3 1 »090.90
Futile arks Building, operation and 
maintenance 121,087.22
Public orka Building, Telephone iienrleea 
Public orks Building, Salaries of Guards
20,648.27
207, 794.94
IKDiQC 1
General
General Activities of Departaeat.,,.......
Organization under Chapter 16, General Laws
Personnel,....................... .
gules ana Regulations................. .
» as amended
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